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CAGING AND TORTURE OF 

MUSLIMS BROTHERS... 

 

DRONES KILLING INNOCENT 

WOMEN AND CHILDREN... 

 

THE DESTRUCTION OF  

PALESTINE... 

 

 THE COLONISATION OF THE 

WORLD 

 

THE ILLEGAL INVASION OF 

IRAQ... 

 

THE UNJUST OCCUPATION OF 

AFGHANISTAN... 

 

JAMIATUL ULAMA GAUTENG:  

DOES AMERICA DESERVE ROSES? 

THIS UMMAH  

SHALL  

  NOT FORGET… 
 

All praises are due unto Allah, Most High. Salutations 
and Durood be upon Nabi Muahmmed Salallahu alaihi 
wasallam.  
Says Allah, Most High:  

“The Mu’minoon are a single Brotherhood.” (C 49:10)   
Rasulullah salallahu alyhi wasallam said:                    
“Know that every Muslim is a brother to every Muslim 
and that the Muslims constitute one brotherhood.”         
Recently, certain Ulama participated in a rally which  
made a mockery of Muslim brotherhood. In order to 
curry favour with the avowed enemy of Muslims 
world wide, they took to the streets and gave flowery 
speeches. White roses were handed over to the ene-
my of Islam and justified in the name of the Sunnah.  

Roses depict and convey a very, very strong message. 
Different coloured roses have different connotations. 
White roses represent purity, innocence, reverence 
and humility.   
Do the Ulama and Muslims who attended the rally 
truly believe that America is a pure, innocent, humble 
nation worthy of being revered, worthy of roses?  
Whilst Islam teaches us to treat all non-Muslims with 
great kindness and compassion , it does not teach us 
to indulge in boot-licking exercises of presenting roses 

to an enemy who has made no secret of destroying our 

beautiful Deen.  

Roses are for those non-Muslims who bear no grudge 
and hatred against Islam.  
When it came to a situation when the enemies of Is-
lam are hell bent to obliterate the Deen of Allah Azza 
Wajal from the surface of the World, Nabi Salallahu 
alaihi wasallam and the Sahaabah Radiallahu anhum 
retaliated and re-acted accordingly.  
Muslims can be  rest assured that Nabi Salallahu alaihi 
wasallam did not give any roses to Abu Jahl and Abu 
Lahab. Similarly no roses were handed out in Uhad, 
Hunain and Khandaq when Islam was threatened with 
extinction and total obliteration by the Kuffaar.  
No roses were given by Nabi salallahu alaihi wasallam  
to the treacherous Yahood of Khayber who conspired 
against Islam. The sharp swords were wielded merrily 
and the Yahood were expelled unceremoniously from 
Khayber after they broke their pact and ganged up 
with the pagans against Muslims.   
America invaded Afghanistan and Iraq illegally and 
savagely. They started the wars which resulted in mil-
lions of Muslims being killed, maimed, displaced, tor-
tured, brutalised, widowed , jailed, renditioned and 
orphaned. Countless of women were molested.  
The Abu Ghuraib and Gauntanamo torture centres 
are ingrained in a true Muslim’s psyche. Animals have 
more rights than Muslims. Yet, we find Muslims being 
so shallow in spirit, so weak in Imaan, so pathetic in 
Haq , so scrawny in the concept of brotherhood — 
that they honour Amercians with white roses. 
The blind eighty years old Sheikh Omar is imprisoned 
and subjected to unimaginable brutality, including 
strip-searches. Do we still believe that America is 
deserving of a Muslim rose? Really?  (Continued on p. 
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His heart was blackened with the sins of pride 

and jealousy, etc. 

The Haj purified the Haji. The air of Arafah, 

the plains of Mina, the night of Muzdalifa –  all 

played a huge role in expunging the Haji ’s 

sins. The donning of the Ihraam cleansed him 

from his imaginary status in life. It amplified 

simplicity and etched it into the Haji ’s heart. 

He shall never be boastful about his appear-

ance nor look at himself with self-admiration.  

The sobbing scrubbed him from his past care-

lessness in obeying Allah’s commands. The 

crying washed away his past negligence to-

wards the Aakhirah. The empty hands reached 

out high towards the skies with hearts filled 

with remorse and regret. 

The Haji was obedient, O so obedient unto His 

Allah. He read his Asr Salah in the time of 

Zohr. He delayed his Maghrieb Salaah until the 

darkness of Esha had enveloped him. No, he 

was not doing it for some personal comfort. 

The Creator of Salaah had commanded him 

and obedient he was going to be even if it 

made no sense to him. Why, the Haji in obedi-

ence to his Allah — he even discarded his topi. 

Like a “mad” man, he was roaming and run-

ning between the pillars of Safa and Marwa. 

He rushed to make his Tawaaf only to find that 

he could barely crawl through the huge 

crowds. His feet was stomped upon, his toes 

squashed, who cares, as long as he was in the 

obedience of his Allah! Who cares as long as 

he was submitting himself to his Allah! Who 

cares as long as he was honouring His Allah’s 

Divine Laws! 

The Haji learnt Brotherhood. Brotherhood was 

not an abstract lesson. Brotherhood was not a 

lip service sermon. Brotherhood was to give 

space in the heart. The Haji had to respect the 

rights of others. So what if you are a million-

aire; first come first serve. So what if you’re 

in a hurry; everyone is. So what if you require 

to use the toilet urgently, you shall be made to 

wait even if your bladder bursts. And the Haji 

somehow made that Sabr. His Sabr was one of 

the most enormous gifts from Allah with which 

he returned. And what a valuable gift it is. 

For patience breeds respect. Respect breeds 

brotherhood. Brotherhood breeds unity. And 

unity is the cry of the hour. Unity is not a slo-

gan. Unity is humility. Unity is obedience to 

Allah. All the Hujaaj –  their hearts were unit-

ed in Allah’s obedience even though their col-

ours differed, their languages differed and 

their cultures differed. In the sea of humanity 

the Haji understood that he is less than a drop 

of water in Allah’s creation.   

The Haji cleansed himself from all delusions 

and illusions. He is a Musaafir in life. Part of 

the Haji ’s journey was to visit Nabi Salallahu 

Alayhi Wasallam.  

There he stood in front of his beloved Nabi, 

head bowed humbly and with a heart beating 

between awe and admiration. Here was his 

hero. Here was his solace. Here was his hope 

for intercession. Here was his teacher of his 

Tauheed. Here was his instructor in Ibaadah. 

Here was he who taught him how to be a hu-

man being. Here was he who described to him 

the delights of Jannah. Here was he who des-

perately warned him of Jahannam. Here was 

he who loved him intensely and made so much 

Du’a for him in Salaah until his blessed feet 

swelled. Here was he whom Allah Himself had 

confirmed that that which grieves his Ummah, 

grieves him. Restless he would be for the sal-

vation of his Ummah on the day of Qiyamah. O 

Allah, shower Salaams and Durood upon him in 

as much as it pleases him and you. (Ameen) 

When the Haji returns he is as sinless as a 

new born baby. For in Arafah, he cried and 

begged for forgiveness. He gathered pebbles 

in Muzdalifa and guarded them jealously for 

pelting his enemy Shaytaan in Mina. The sim-

ple Ihraam stripped him of his titles and upon 

his soul his own insignificance. He was a 

nothing. Period. The Haji has sipped sweetly 

from the cup of Imaan. The sun of Haj has 

set...a new life has dawn for the true Haji.  

The Hajj: A Rebirth 

All praises are due unto Allah and Allah alone. 

Salutations and Peace be upon Nabi Salallahu 

alayhi Wasallam. Says Allah Subhanahu wa 

Ta’ala: “Verily your Rabb is appreciative and 

knowing” 

Any birth is a miracle. From nothingness, ex-

istence is realized. From absence, presence is 

experienced. From silence, sounds emit. From 

void, reality takes shape. The awesome gift of 

sacred life is parcelled in the magnificence of 

a birth. The Qudrat of Allah manifests itself in 

an unwrapped innocent soul. 

This innocent soul will find the ebb and flows 

in the rough seas of life difficult to navigate. It 

will require a strong Imaan, firm knowledge 

and tons of provisions of good deeds for this 

soul to sail safely to the shore’s of Allah’s 

Pleasure. It will need to deal with difficulties 

and to negotiate obstacles.  

In order to escape problems and seek refuge 

from difficulties, in order to de-stress and in 

order to forget responsibilities, the soul may 

rather instigate us to drink from the cup of 

sin. Our subsequent intoxication batters our 

Imaan, shatters our inner peace and destroys 

us.   

Merciful indeed is Allah that He has struc-

tured in The Shariah deeds which purify us 

from sins. Did Nabi Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam 

not give us the glad tidings that when we 

make Salaam and shake hands with a Muslim 

all minor sins are forgiven? Did he not inform 

us that when we make Wudhu our sins are 

washed from our every limb? A true Muslim is 

constantly in search for Allah’s Pleasure. A 

true Muslim is besotted with achieving his ob-

jective. To “see” Allah and to “find” Allah we 

need clarity in vision. Sin obscures the vision. 

A true Muslim seeks to cleanse his vision as a 

result of the impurity of sin. At times, no price 

is too huge to pay. Did a Sahaabi Radiallahu 

anhu not acknowledge his sin of Zina and in 

order to obtain purity of his soul did he not 

accept to be stoned to death?   

Our sins pile up and multiply. They increase 

and proliferate. A sure cleanser is to perform 

Haj. When a Haji returns home, he is purified 

from sin. He returns as clean as the day he 

was born. He returns as innocent as a new 

born baby. When he left home, he was soiled 

and dirty. He reeked of stench despite per-

fuming himself. From every pore of his body 

the stench of sin emanated. His eyes were 

black with the filth of Zina. His ears were 

clogged with the filth of listening to evil. His 

mind was dull with the sin of fantasizing evil.         

THE BLESSED HOLY KAABA: 

A non-Muslim couple finds Islam 

True Love at sight of Allah House... 
 

Once, while on a visit to Washington, people told 

me that a woman had accepted Islam and had some 

questions for me. They told me that many non-

practicing Muslim women had started practicing 

again due to her. At prayer time she would dress in 
her best clothes as if making herself ready for some-
one special, and would become oblivious to every-
thing around her as soon she started praying. 
After a brief question and answer session, I asked 

her what prompted her to accept Islam.  

She sighed and started explaining; "I was a Jew and 

my husband was a Christian who was posted in Sau-

di Arabia for some technical work. Everyday I used 

to see Muslim men and women dressed in white on 

their way somewhere. I asked my husband where 

they were going and he told me that they go to per-

form pilgrimage at the Muslim shrine of Kaa'ba. I 

expressed a desire to go but he told me that non-

Muslims were not allowed. However, I was deter-

mined and so we both bought white clothes and set 

out. Fortunately no one stopped us and we reached 

Makkah, from where we found directions to the 

Kaa'ba. Upon seeing the Kaa'ba our eyes froze and 

time seemed to stand still. When we turned to look 

at each other after some time, we were both crying. 

With our eyes we told each other that this was the 

Truth and we should accept Islam. No one ever told 

me about Islam, but there were so many blessings 

descending on that House that they changed my life 

forever." 

The blessings of Tawhid descend in Makkah, and 

the blessings of Prophethood descend in Madinah. 

One has seen nothing in life if he has not seen these 

two holy sites. May Allah give all Muslims the op-

portunity to visit to His House.  

One never tires of gazing at the sight of the House of 

Allah, the Kaa'ba. The site upon which the mercy 

and blessings of Allah are constantly descending. 

There is truly nothing comparable to the House of 

Allah on this Earth. People wish time would stand 

still so they could keep gazing at the Kaa'ba; their 

thirst is never quenched, rather it increases.     

(Sheikh  Zulfiqar) 

Mehr-e-Fatimi R 16900.00 

Minimum Mehr R 347.00 

Zakaat Nisaab R 5915.00 

 

As of 27 Zil Hijjah 1433/12th Nov 2012 
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HEALTH IS WEALTH 
 

Nabi Sallahu alayhi wasallam once mounted the 

pulpit, wept and said:  
“Ask Allah Ta’ala for forgiveness and health, for 

after being granted Yaqeen (certainty), one is given 
nothing better than health."  (Tirmidhi)   

 

“A thousand blessings cannot match the one bless-

ing of health” 

Hereby follows an article which, Insha-Allah, 

may assist us in guarding that most precious of 

gifts - health! Health to eat happily, drink merri-

ly, sleep soundly and walk joyfully. Brimming 

health which frees us from the chains of medica-

tion and the corridors of clinics and hospitals.  
 

HOW TO NATURALLY TREAT CONSTIPATION 
 

Overcoming constipation is simple – if you know 
how. While natural laxatives have their place, the 
ultimate cure for constipation, or treatment for 
constipation, must be aimed at removing the cause 
of constipation. Here is some sound, tried and test-
ed advice on the causes of constipation, bowel 
management, colon problems, colon cleansing, lax-
atives for children,  the natural bowel flush etcet-
era. 
Before we consider a few natural aids to bowel 
function, we wish to point out that it is highly un-
likely that you will ever resolve your constipation 
problem unless you take the following points into 
consideration. 
1. Drink sufficient water each day:               
An adequate intake of water is essential for the 
promotion of bowel motility. If you are not drinking 
sufficient water in between meals (never together 
with meals), your body will be in a state of semi-
dehydration and it will not release a sufficient vol-
ume of fluids into the intestines to allow the fiber in 
your diet to swell and to soften and add bulk to 
your stools – thus aiding elimination. 
2. Avoid Food Preservatives:                                                                                                                       
Food preservatives work by inhibiting bacterial ac-
tion. The problem being that preservatives also in-
hibit the action of the all-too-necessary and all-too-
important friendly bacteria that thrive in the mouth 
and in the intestines, and that play such a vital role 
in the digestion process. Thus, without even consid-
ering the many other potential hazards associated 
with the use of food preservatives, they should be 
avoided wherever possible. 
3. Avoid Refined Foods:                                                                                                                                     
As mentioned above, fiber is the food component 
that swells, softens, and adds bulk to the intestinal 
contents and that helps the muscular contractions 
in the intestines to move food residues through the 
colon and out of the system. It simply does not 
make any sense, therefore, to use refined foods – 
for such foods have typically had the fiber compo-
nent removed in the refining process. Foods to 
avoid would include white sugar in all forms, white 
rice, white bread, white flour and white flour prod-
ucts – including “brown” products produced from 
white flour that has been “browned” by the addi-
tion of molasses etc. Margarine and common cook-
ing oils are hydrogenated products and, as such, 
they are the most refined and adulterated of all 
processed foods – avoid them and use natural al-
ternatives instead. 
4. Have a  Whole-Grain Breakfast.                                                                                                          
Many people avoid breakfast, others only nibble at 
this time. This is not a wise practice as it forces the 
body to draw from stored energy supplies rather 
than from the energy that would otherwise be pro-
duced following a healthy, whole-grain breakfast. In 
this regard, we highly recommend the Nature’s 
Choice range of whole-grain breakfast foods includ-
ing Luxury Wholgrain Granola, Wonder Crunch, 
Gourmet Muesli Crunch, Oat Bran, Barley Bran, 
Three-Grain Cereal, Seven-Grain Cereal, Miracles, 

Sorghum, Wholegrain Mealie Meal etc. A generous 
serving of fruit, a bowl of whole grain cereal, and a 
thin slice of wholegrain toast, and you are well on 
the way to an extremely happy, energy-filled day. 
5. Consider Physical Obstructions:                                                                                                              
If ever you have been extremely constipated in the 
past, and you were forced to eliminate under great 
pressure, blood vessels in the anal area may have 
distended and may have torn surrounding tissue. 
These are referred to as internal piles and will 
cause all the symptoms of constipation – even 
though you may not be constipated as such.  
You will have to at least take psyllium as directed 
one hour before every meal and you will have to 
eat liberally of natural, unprocessed, high fiber 
foods – Nature’s Choice Oat Bran and/or Molasses 
Bran are highly recommended for breakfast. The 
idea is to keep the stools very soft so that they can 
pass through the anus under a minimum of pres-
sure and thus give the damaged tissue opportunity 
to heal – psyllium usually accomplishes this task 
most nobly. 
6. Avoid fibreless foods:  
Remember that meat, cheese, milk and yoghurt are 
fibreless foods; and that, as such, the free or over-
use of these products will promote constipation. 
Always use these foods in moderation, therefore, 
and always take them together with high fiber 
foods, such as fruit, vegetables or whole grains. 
(Remember, it is always best not to mix fruit and 
vegetables at the same meal – especially if you are 
experiencing digestion problems).  
7. Watch out for stress:  
Remember that stress can give rise to constipation.                                                                                   
If we cannot remove the stressor, then we will 
need to take take appropriate steps to keep the 
bowels moving until such time as our life is less 
stressful (see below). 
8. Check your medication:  
Constipation can be a side effect of many medicinal 
drugs – especially antibiotics.  Appropriate steps 
must be taken, therefore, to counteract the consti-
pating effect of such drugs. If chronic constipation 
is experienced then speak to your prescribing physi-
cian about an alternative treatment or drug.                                                                                                                                                 
If you have heeded the advice given above, and you 
are still having difficulties at stool, then you should 
consider using whichever of the following products 
and treatments are most appropriate for your con-
dition and circumstances – please discuss what fol-
lows with a suitably qualified health professional. 
Please take note that the first four suggestions 
listed below will tend to prevent constipation and, 
until such time as your bowels are functioning natu-
rally without the use of these products, regular use 
is recommended and safe. The remaining products 
will serve to flush the bowels and, as such, should 
only be relied on for temporary relief (that is, when 
the use of the first four products fails to promote 
natural bowel function on a day to day basis). 
Whenever you do use a “flush” always do so for at 
least 5 days to ensure that you achieve a thorough 
bowel cleansing.                                                                                                                          
For good measure, we once again urge you not to 
over-use any laxative or any treatment aimed at 
flushing the bowels. Constant use of such treat-
ments will reduce the levels of friendly intestinal 
flora in the colon and could lead to dependence 
and other digestion problems. Always remember 
the cause of your constipated condition – which 
cause usually amounts to little more than a faulty 
diet and lifestyle, insufficient drinking of water, and 
insufficient exercise.        
 

Hadhrat Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh 
said: “Without health one cannot be of much use to 
even one’s worldly needs, let alone serving Deen”  
May Allah Subhanahu wa Ta’ala grant us all the 
Taufeeq to value and make Shukr for our health. 
(Ameen)                                                   

 

VACCINATIONS… 

 THINK AGAIN! 

    U.S. Government Says Vaccines are Dangerous 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Many parents are opting to have their children vac-
cinated with the single measles, mumps and rubel-

la vaccines due to growing concerns about the 
safety of the MMR, but are they jumping out of the 

frying pan into the fire?  
Hidden government documents have revealed that 

leading professionals have had serious concerns 
about the safety of the single measles vaccines for 

many years. 
Secret government documents that have been 

under lock and key for thirty years have revealed 
that the UK government has known for many years 

that the single measles vaccine can cause the debil-
itating neurological disorder SSPE or Subacute 

Sclerosing Panencephalitis. 

SSPE is a degenerative neurological condition, 

which affects a person’s behavior, memory and 

coordination, leading to fits, blindness and eventu-

ally death. The Disabled World News 2010 [1] says 

that the symptoms a person with SSPE experiences 

are subtle.    

The harms of vaccination have been recognized  

and acknowledged by a vast majority of doctors.                

A huge amount of scientific research has been con-

ducted worldwide which proves that vaccinations 

causes more harm than good. For more informa- 

tion, read the article on the net by  Dr. Mercola                     
 
 

LADIES: BE CAREFUL...  
PAINFUL DEATH CAN BE THE  

CONSEQUENCE OF INTERFERING 
WITH NATURE!!! 

 

 “Recently this past week, Nicole Dishuk (age 31), 

newly graduated student with a doctoral degree about 

to start her new career as a Doctor…) was flown into a 

nearby hospital, because she passed out. 

They found a blood clot in her neck, and immediately 

took her by helicopter to the ER to operate. By the 

time they removed the right half of her skull to relieve 

the pressure on her brain; the clot has spread to her 

brain causing severe damage. 

Since last Wednesday night, she was battling. They 

induced her into a coma to stop the blood flow, they 

operated 3 times… Finally, they said there was nothing 

left that they could do… They found multiple clots in 

the left side of her brain… The swelling wouldn’t stop, 

and she was on life support. 

She died at 4:30 yesterday. She leaves behind a hus-

band and a 2yr old Brandon and a 4yr old Justin… 

The CAUSE of DEATH – they found was a birth 

control she was taking that allows you to only have 

your period 3 times a year… 

They said it interrupts life’s menstrual cycle, and alt-

hough it is FDA approved…shouldn’t be – So to the 

women – I ask you to boycott this product and deal 

with your period once a month – so you can live the 

rest of the months that your life has in store for you. 
Please send this to every woman you know – you may 

save someone’s life…Remember, you have a CYCLE 

for a reason! 

For Your Information: The name of this new birth 

control pill is Lybrel. If you go to http://ww.lybrel.com, 

you will find at least 26 pages of information regarding 

this drug. The second birth control pill is, Seasonique. 

If you go to the website of http://www.seasonique.com, 

you will find 43 pages of information regarding this 

drug. The  warnings and side effects regarding both 

pills are horrible.” 

http://keepwell.co.za/subs.htm
http://keepwell.co.za/subs.htm
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/09/27/vaccines-are-dangerous-says-the-government.aspx
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NO Gender Equality in Islam!  
 

“ ...and the male is not like the female” (C. 3—V. 36) 
 

Even the Salaah of a male and female differ! 
 

The ghair muqallideen claim there is no differ-

ences in the salaah between a male and female. 

This is pure fiction as is clear from the following:  

1. In the masajid of the ghair-Muqallideen, the 

males are appointed as imams but not a female. 

2. Similarly, males always call out the Athaan and 

the Iqaamah, never  females. 

3. The males always stand in the front saffs 

whilst the females stand in the rear. 

4. Most of their males perform salaah bear-

headed. The females however, do not discard 

their scarfs/burqa's  

5. The males stand with their feet wide apart 

while the women keep the feet together.  

Hereby follows a few Ahaadith which clearly differentiates 
the differences between the  Salaah of a male and a fe-
male: 

COVERING OF HAIR 

A'isha Radiallahu anaha reports that Rasoolullah 

SalallahuAlaihiwasallam said: ''The salaah of a 

women is not accepted unless she wears a veil 

(head covering).'' 

RAISING OF HANDS 

Wa'il bin Hujar Radiallahu anhu narrates that Ra-

soolullah SalallahuAlaihiwasallam said to him: ''O 

ibn Hujar when you perform salaah, raise your 

hands till your ears while a woman should raise 

her hands till her chest.'' 

TASHAH-HUD AND SAJDA 

Abdullah ibn Umar Radiallahu anhu reports that 

Rasoolullah SalallahuAlaihiwasallam said: ''When a 

woman sits during salaah, she should place one 

thigh over the other and when she prostrates, she 

must attach her stomach to her thighs (i.e her 

stomach and thighs must meet), so that it is more 

concealing for her. Indeed Allah Ta’ala looks at 

her and tells the angels, ''O my angels, bear wit-

ness that I have forgiven her.”         

OTHER DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MALES 

AND FEMALES SALAAH 

Abu sa'id Khudhri Radiallahu anhu says that Ra-

soolullah Sallahu Alaihiwasallam said: ''The best 

saff for  the men is the front saff while the best 

saff for the women is the last saff.”  He used to 

command the men to completely stretch out when 

performing sajdah while he ordered the women to 

completely contract themselves during the sajdah. 

He used to command the men to lay down the left 

foot and keep the right foot upright during 

tashahhud.  
 

The above ahaadith should, Insha-Allah set at ease 
the minds of our sisters going for Umraah and Haj. 
They should not fear nor harbour any guilt with re-
gards to the method in which they perform their Sa-
laah. With dignity they should simply ignore the ghair 
Muqallideen female guards etc. who seek to debate 
with them.    

The Truth about  Ma-

zhabs 

With increasing frequency one 
hears the question: “Why must 
one follow an Imaam or a Ma-
zhab?” The implication being that 
following a Mazhab is a practice 
alien to Islam. However the ques-
tion we ought to be asking is: 
“Why should we not follow a Ma-
zhab?” After all, the Ummah has 
been following the Mazhabs since 
their inception for the last 1200 
years. When Rasoolullah Sallallaa-
hu Alayhi Wa Sallam said, Allah 
will never allow my Ummah to 
unite upon misguidance.” (Al-
Mustadrak) then He Sallallaahu 
Alayhi Wa Sallam meant what he 
said. Now unless you are ready to 
belie the statement of Allah's Be-
loved Sallallaahu Alayhi Wa Sallam 
and claim that the Ummah was on 
misguidance for the last 1200 
years, you had better watch what 
you say.                                                     
Next on the list of questions from 
the “reformers” of this Ummah is 
this: Do you follow Abu Hanifa or 
do you follow Rasoolullah Sal-
lallaahu Alayhi Wa Sallam?      
Here we have Numan bin Thaabit 
R.A., commonly known as Imaam 
Abu Hanifa R.A.. From amongst 
his accolades is the following: Ibn 
Jawzi R.A. has mentioned in his 'Al
-Muntazim', None have differed in 
regards to the understanding and 
Faqaahat (jurisprudential ability) 
of Abu Hanifa R.A..” Sufyaan Sawri 
R.A. and Abdullah ibn Mubaarak 
R.A. used to mention, “Abu Hanifa 
R.A. is mankind's greatest Faqeeh 
(Jurist). Once Imaam Maalik R.A. 
was asked, “Did you see Abu Hani-
fa?” He replied, “I saw a man 
(referring to Abu Hanifa), of such 
brilliance that if he told you that 
this pillar was made of gold, then 
he would produce such proofs 
that would compel you to accept 
his statement.” Imaam Shaafi R.A. 
has mentioned, “Mankind is de-
pendant on the Fiqh (Islamic juris-
prudence) of Abu Hanifa.” Hafiz 
Ibn Hajar R.A. states in his con-
cluding statement of Imaam Abu 
Hanifah’s biography, “The virtues 
of Imaam Abu Hanifa are im-
mense indeed. May Allah Ta’ala 
be pleased with him and grant 
him residence in Jannatul Firdaws, 
Ameen.” Tahzeebut-Tahzeeb                                                                                  

Now with all this to his credit, let 
us ask, “Who in the world was 
Imaam Abu Hanifa R.A. follow-
ing?” Was he just sucking his ver-
sion of Islam out of his thumbs 
and presenting it to a senseless 
Ummah who said Sami'naa wa 
Ata'naa (We hear and obey) to 
everything he said? No, this Deen 
is not something that we play with 
and neither is this Ummah a 
bunch of fools. This Deen has 
come down with the promise of 
Divine protection till the Day of 
Resurrection.                Hereunder 
is Imaam Abu Hanifa’s R.A. meth-
odology of Fiqh (Islamic jurispru-
dence) in his very own words, “I 
first turn to the Qur’aan to find a 
ruling (when faced with an issue). 
If I do not find any reference 
therein, I turn to the Sunnah of 
Rasoolullah Sallallaahu Alayhi Wa 
Sallam, and authentic precedents 
from him which have been trans-
mitted by trustworthy persons. If I 
do not find anything in the 
Qur’aan or in the Sunnah of His 
Messenger Sallallaahu Alayhi Wa 
Sallam, I resort to selecting from 
the verdicts of the Sahaabah 
Radhiyallaahu Anhum. I do not 
step beyond this to the state-
ments of others. However, if I do 
not find precedent from the Sa-
haabah Radhiyallaahu Anhum and 
the rulings found are based on the 
Fatwas of Ibraaheem, al-Sha`bee, 
or Ibn al Musayyib (i.e. non-
Sahaabah), then I am entitled to 
endeavour to use my reasoning in 
the same way as they had done.” 
Tahzeebul Kamaal                                                                     
This Ummah has trusted the ver-
dict of Imaam Abu Hanifa R.A. for 
the past 1200 years as they have 
trusted the verdicts of Imaam Ma-
lik R.A., Imaam Shafi R.A. and 
Imaam Ahmad bin Hambal R.A.. 
Volumes have been written on 
the, virtue,  piety, knowledge and 
jurisprudential ability of each of 
these illustrious Imaams. Each one 
of them was the product of 
Khairul-Quroon (the best of eras). 
Each one of them has been recog-
nised as an Imaam of this Ummah 
for over a thousand years. To 
question and mock their authority 
at this time, in the worst of eras, is 
an insult to this Ummah, an insult 
to its Ulama and an insult to the 
Deen of IslamThey were using the 
best approach possible in codify-
ing and compiling Islamic rulings. 

A Mujtahid is a person who is 
qualified to extract Islamic rulings 
from Quran and Hadith. The level 
of excellence needed to attain this 
position is extraordinary. Studying 
the biographies of the Imaams will 
point this out quite clearly. In the 
second century of Islam there 
were a number of Ulama who had 
attained the rank of Mujtahid. 
However from amongst the Mu-
jtahids, Islamic Law primarily cen-
tred on the four Imaams for vari-
ous factors. Number one being, 
that they were the only  
Imaams who left a complete blue-
print of Islamic law. Guidance 
from A-Z was found in their com-
pilations. This was not case of the 
other Mujtahids. 
Secondly, they were the foremost 
Ulama of their times and their 
compilations of Islamic Law held 
the position of Islamic Constitu-
tion in their respective areas and 
time frames. Imaam Abu Yusuf 
(RA), the foremost student of 
Imaam Abu Hanifa (RA) was ap-
pointed as the Chief Justice of the 
Islamic Khilaafat after the demise 
of Imaam Abu Hanifa (RA). The 
natural effect of this, was that the 
Hanafi compilations of Fiqh 
spread throughout the Islamic 
world. Hence we find the greater 
amount of Muslims in the world 
are followers of the Hanafi Ma-
zhab. As the various Imaams were 
located at different regions in the 
Islamic world, we find certain are-
as to be predominantly Shafi’ee or 
Malikee or Hambalee. These four 
Mazhabs formed the basis and 
blueprint for Islam from their in-
ception to this day. The Ulama of 
this Ummah have trusted and 
worked within the framework of 
the Mazhabs throughout the cen-
turies with unanimity. This una-
nimity is known as Ijma-
a’ (consensus of the scholars). 
Ijmaa’ is a Hujjate Qaatiah (an 
indisputable proof) in Islamic law. 
For over a millennium, this has 
been the tried, tested and suc-
cessful formula for following the 
teachings of the Quran, the Sun-
nah of Rasoolullah Sallallaahu 
Alayhi Wa Sallam and the practice 
of Sahaabah Radhiyallaahu An-
hum. May Allah Ta'ala grant us 
the true understanding of His 
Deen and the ability to implement 
it in our lives, Ameen. (KZN Ja-
miat) 

 

JUST THREE QUESTIONS TO A SINCERE TRUTH-LOVING GHAIR-MUQALLEED AND SALAFI 
 

The Salafi’s and Ghair Muqallideen claim that they only follow The Holy Qur’aan and the Sunnah. They do not accept the validity of any form of 
interpretations. Perhaps they could address the following questions:  
 

 1)  Is everyone who discards a Salaah a Kaafir?  
     Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam said that: “Whosever deliberately discards a salaah has committed Kufr”.  
     Millions of Muslims deliberately discard Salaah at some time or the other. According to the Ghair Muqalideen, all of these people are now Kaafirs.      
  

2) Was the whole Ummah deviated for two hundred years? The Imaam of the Ghair-Muqalideen is Ibne-Taymiyah (Rahmatullahi alayh). He appeared two hun-
dred years after the demise of Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam. Was the entire Ummah astray during these two hundred years which has been termed as the 
“Gair-ul-Quraan” by Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam ?  

 

3) Where do they source modern day Masaa’il from? It is an acknowledged fact that Islam was perfected fourteen hundred years ago. There are literally  thou-
sands of present day Masaa’il which are not mentioned in the Holy Qur’an and the Ahaadith pertaining to the medical field, travelling and technology etc.   
If a person takes an injection whilst fasting, where would the ghair-Muqalideen extract a ruling from?  
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                    THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WORSHIPPING ALLAH TA’ALA AND SINNING!  

Ibaadah is strength      ——    Sin is weakness 

Ibaadah is happiness  ———    Sin is gloom 

Ibaadah is contentment  —-  Sin is greed 

Ibaadah is wealth  —–   Sin is poverty 

Ibaadah is Sabr   —-  Sin is frustration 

Ibaadah is Shukr  —- Sin is ingratitude 

Ibaadah is Love  —    Sin is hatred 

Ibaadah is Allah’s Pleasure  —   Sin is Allah’s Wrath 

Ibaadah is a weapon against Shaytaan  —   Sin is Shaytaan’s weapon 

Ibaadah destroys the power of the Nafs  —   Sin increases the power of the Nafs 

Ibaadah is Protection - —   Sin is defeat 

Ibaadah is Submission —    Sin is rebellion  

Ibaadah is the Companionship of Allah  ——    Sin is the companionship of Shaytaan 

 

“AND I 
HAVE NOT 
CREATED 
JINN AND 

MAN  
ACCEPT 

THAT THEY 
WORSHIP 

ME”  

 
 

“AND ONLY 
YOU DO  

WE  
WORSHIP 
AND ONLY 
FROM YOU 

DO WE 
SEEK HELP”  
 

WHO QUALIFIES FOR THE GOOD, PURE, WHOLESOME AND CONTENTED LIFE?  

ALLAH’S PROMISE: “Whoever does righteous deeds, whether male or female, while he (or she) is a true believer, verily to him We will give a pure life  

(in this world with respect, contentment and lawful provision)…(Surah Nahl)  

A MAUT WITH  

SALAAMS... 

“Those whose live’s the 

angels take while they 

are in a pious state (i.e. 

pure from all evil) say-

ing (to them): 

‘Salamun Alaykum
(peace be on you) - enter 

your Paradise, because 

of (the good) which you 

used to do (in the 

world)” (Surah Nahl) 

 

NO 

  

IBAADAT  METHOD AND BENEFITS    

1  TAHAJJUD SALAAH  
  2-12 Rak’aats after Esha until Subah Saadiq. Such a person will enter Jannah without reckoning and his face will 
shine like the full moon on the Day of Qiyaamah 

2  FAJR SALAAH  
2 Sunnats + 2 Fardh. Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam said, “I love these two Rak’aats more than anything 
else in the world.”   

3  SURAAH YASEEN  22nd Paraah. To read it will earn one the Thawaab of ten Qur’aan recitals as well as protection for the day.  

4 ISHRAAQ SALAAH  
4 Rak’aats after sunrise. It lasts for two hours. A Haj and Umraah Thawaab has been promised. All work will be 
done with ease for the day and all needs fulfilled. 

5  LEARNING ‘ILM  
It is better to learn one Mas’alaah than to perform a hundred Rak’aats Nafl Salaah, visit one hundred sick people 
and attend the Janaazahs of a hundred persons. 

6  CHASHT SALAAH  
2-12 Rak’aats after ten in the morning until Zawaal time. A palace is built in Jannah for such a person.                  
The Chasht Salaah is sadaqah for the entire body.  

7  ZUHR SALAAH  
4 Sunnats; 4 Fardh; 2 Sunnats + 2 Nafl. Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam said that “Whosoever reads four 
Rak’aats before and after Zohr Fardh, Allah Ta’aa’a will make Jahannam Haraam upon him.”  

8  ASR SALAAH  
4 Sunnats; 4 Fardh. Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam made Du’aa: “ May Allah Ta’aala have Mercy upon the 
person who reads four Rak’aats of Asr before the Fardh Salaah”. This is a real treasure!   

9  MAGHRIEB SALAAH  3 Fardh; 2 Sunnats + 2 Nafl. 

10 AWWAABEEN SALAAH 
 

4 - 20 Rak’aats after 2 Sunnats. The Thawaab for twenty years of Ibaadah is given for 10 minutes of sacrifice. 

11 ESHAA SALAAH 

 

Total 17 Rak’aats: 4 Sunnats; 4 Fardh; 2 Sunnats; 2 Nafl; 3 Witr + 2 nafl. The whole night is recorded as having 
been spent in Ibaadah. 

12 DU’AA 

 

Munaajaate-Maqbul + Hizbul-Behr or a three minute Du’aa. Allah Ta’aala loves us when we ask Him.  
And by the way, who else can we really ask from? 

13 DUROOD SHARIEF 

 

Ten trees are grown in Jannah, ten stages are granted, ten rewards are recorded and ten sins are forgiven.  The 
closest to Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam on the day of Qiyaamat will be the one who recited the most   
Durood. 

14 TILAAWAT 

 

For every letter recited ten Thawaabs are given. Recitation removes grief and rust from the heart.                        
The angels descend in the house where Tilaawat is made. The house is filled with peace and tranquillity. 

15 THIRD KALIMAA 
 

It is the Sadaqah of the poor. Reciting it earns one more Thawaab than mount Uhad. 

16 ISTIGHFAAR 
 

The happiest person on the Day of Qiyaamah will be the one who made the most Istighfaar. 

17 REPLYING TO EVIL WITH GOOD. 

 

A great Sunnah of Rasullullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam. It is mentioned in the Qur’aan Sharief  that only people 
who have Sabr can do this and that they are the fortunate ones. 

18 
SUNNATS OF 

SLEEPING, EATING, 
DRESSING 

 

Sleeping: Sleep with Wudhu on your right side facing the Qiblah; recite Quls and Ayatul-Kursi. 
 Eating: Wash both hands before and after eating. Eat with the right hand. Clean plate thoroughly.                       
Pick up the crumbs and dastargaan. 
Dressing: Always start from right side and undress from the left. The Thawaab of a hundred shuhadaa is                                   
assured for reviving a Sunnah. 

19 
 

MAKING GHIEDMAT 
Until you remain in the service of someone, Allah Ta’aala remains in your service. 

20 GOOD, SOFT SPEECH 
 
This is called good character. Just as the sweetest thing can be the tongue, so too, can it be the most bitter. Good 
character will the weightiest deed on the scale. 

“And those who try 

we show them our 

Way” (Qur’aan)  

We all imperfect, but 
that does not mean 
that we should not try 
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Dear America: From your own lips we hear and from your own experts and researchers we learn of the following:                            

SUICIDES: U.S. Military Suicide Rate Now Likely Double or Triple ...DEBT: As of today, the national debt stands at 

$16,066,241,407,385.80 (just over $16 trillion)...DROUGHTS: Crops wither. Topsoil lies cracked and parched. Reservoirs shrink, leav-

ing dry beds exposed to the sun. Corn and soybean crops have been devastated in places, and livestock farms are suffering too. 

The past nine months have been the driest in Texas since record keeping began in 1895...MENINGITIS OUTBREAK: National meningi-

tis outbreak worsens in US .The contaminated steroid is feared to have been issued from the center in more than 17,000 vials to 23 

states and used by almost 14,000 people...RISING SEA LEVELS: Rising sea levels threaten US coastline...East coast's sea level is ris-

ing five times faster than global average, putting millions at risk of severe flooding...HURRICANE SANDY: Which brutally battered the 

mid-Atlantic region of the United States over two days, Oct. 29 and 30 and is likely to be the most damaging hurricane ever...CNN 

reported that there were over 7.5 million power outages throughout Hurricane Sandy's two day life on land. The tallest wave was 

measured at 39.67 feet at Buoy #41048. Can you imagine what a 40-foot wave looks like? After having left more than 60 people 

dead in the Caribbean, Hurricane Sandy is said to have caused the deaths of more than 180 people in its next port-of-call, the Unit-

ed States, including 41 in New York City alone…                                                                                                                                           

DEFEAT IN AFGHANISTAN: Small-scale minority insurgencies, largely using roadside bombs and suicide bombers, are fighting 

American power to a draw (or worse) with no great power behind them at all. Given the lack of enemies - a few thousand jihadis, a 

small set of minority insurgencies, a couple of feeble regional powers - why this is so, what exactly the force is that prevents Wash-

ington's success, remains mysterious… 
 

Whilst historians, military analysts and researchers frantically scratch their 
heads, stretch and fry their brains in trying to decipher the mystery of “what 
exactly the force is that prevents Washington's success ”, this should be no 
mystery to any sane, reasonable and unbiased person — whether Muslim or 
Non-Muslim. It is the same ”force” which caused the downfall and ultimate 
destruction of the Roman and Persian and Soviet Empires.  
 

This “force” is Allah, Most High, the Lord of the Earth and Heavens.  
It is He who is withholding the rains from the skies of your towns. It is He  
Who is destroying your peace of mind and driving you to commit suicide for 
the butchery and grief you have imposed on so much of humanity. It is He  
Who is slowly but surely unleashing the seas on your coastal cities and 
spreading diseases amongst your kin and kind. It is He Who sends Sandy and 
Irene and Katrina to haunt you like witches haunt small children.  
 

We hereby call upon you to accept Allah as The Sovereign of the Earth and to 
stop oppressing, harassing and enslaving other nations.  

We call upon you to study the True Islam which propagates mercy and kind-

ness, compassion and humanity, Truth and courage.                                         

We call upon you to stop believing in your own propaganda against Islam.                                                     

We call upon you to accept an Islam which will free you from priesthood and 

pope hood and the darkness of your sins and rebellion — something which 

you unjustly wish Eesa (Jesus) peace be upon him, to have paid for. The Al-

mighty has not outsourced His forgiveness to any agencies.                                  

Just as The Almighty is simply too  forgiving to allow a sinless Prophet to pay 

for mankind's sins of unbridled lust, greed, corruption, bloodshed and anarchy 

so does simple logic dictate that He is too Grand and Great to sire and father 

any children.                                                                                                                             

And Peace be upon those who follow the path of Guidance.                                             

The Jamiatul Ulama Gauteng   

 

DEFEAT IN AFGHANISTAN 
 

Year of occupation: 2011 
 

Occupying Powers: 50 nations 
 

Military strength of occupying powers 

  

120 000 troops, Boeing AH-64 Apache helicopter, Euro copter Tiger at-

tack helicopter,  Bell AH-1z Viper / Super Cobra attack helicopter, Agusta 

Westland AW129 multi-role helicopter…B 52 Bombers, Rocket, and Mis-

sile systems... Mine-resistant vehicles... Engineering and support vehi-

cles... Field artillery...Abrahams Tanks…Drones…Sattlelite Technology…

Night Vision Equipment...Armored Carriers (APCs) …Artillery...8-

Wheeled Vehicles…Self-Propelled Guns … Reconnaissance Amphibi-

ous Vessels...Battlefield robots…Flamethrowers…Launchers,… 

Night Fighters…Recon Aircraft Transport Helicopters…UAVs                

Costs: Keeping one American service member in Afghanistan costs 

between $850,000 and $1.4 million a year, depending on who you ask. 
But one matter is clear, that cost is going up.  
 

Never in the History of mankind has such a powerful army fielded by so 
many nations, including three nuclear powers, been defeated by so few. 
One does not have to be a Muslim to understand that there is a higher 
force here at work.                                                                                                 
It is to this higher force that we invite all of mankind to Worship, the One 
Allah, Most High.   

 

The True Strength of the Resistance: Obedience to Allah Ta’aala      

and gaining inspiration from the teachings of Islam, Imaan, Qur’aan, 

Sunnah, Hijaab, Qiyaamah, Jannah, Jahannam, Unity, Salaah, Saum, 

Qurbani, Zakaat, Sadaqah, Beards, Miswaak, Sabr, Shukr, Love for 

Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam, Makkah, Madina, Baitul-Maqdis, 

Badr, Uhad, Hunain, Yarmook, Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthmaan, Ali, Khalid 

bin Walid, Abu Ubaidah (Radiallahu anhum), Tasbeeh, Shahadah, 

Tilaawat, Thikr, Yaqeen,  Love for Shahaadah, loathing Kufr, kind-

ness towards prisoners of War and trusting only upon Allah for Help.  
 

A NOTE TO OUR PALESTINIAN BROTHERS 

Assalamu-alaykum 

Perhaps your focus and your intention requires an adjustment. 

Sixty five years of brutal occupation, a shrivelling land, no help 

from the E.U, A.U. and the U.N. Kindly reflect upon Allah’s 

Message: “O Believers if you Help Allah’s Cause, Allah will 

Help you and plant your feet firm” 

Was-salaam  

Jamiatul Ulama Gauteng 

 

 A SHORT NOTE TO AMERICA… 

 

FROM THE JAMIATUL ULAMA GAUTENG... 

 

 

Message on trailer before hurricane Sandy hit America. How Prophetic! 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=suicide%20in%20us%20military%20statistics&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&ved=0CFYQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F%2Fnation.time.com%2F2012%2F08%2F06%2Fnew-study-u-s-military-suicide-rate-now-likely-double-or-triple-civil-wars%2F&ei=40htUJP
http://www.examiner.com/topic/hurricane-sandy
http://www.militaryfactory.com/armor/armored-personnel-carriers.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/armor/artillery.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/armor/8-wheeled-vehicles.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/armor/8-wheeled-vehicles.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/armor/self-propelled-guns.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/armor/reconnaissance-vehicles.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/ships/amphibious-vessels.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/ships/amphibious-vessels.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/nightfighter-aircraft.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/military-reconnaissance-aircraft.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/transport-helicopters.asp
http://www.militaryfactory.com/aircraft/unmanned-aerial-vehicle-uav.asp
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Questions and answers…Questions and 
answers 
The reason behind adopting seclusion              
Please explain the concept of seclusion in Islam   
Answer: Allah Ta’ala says: "O mankind! Surely We 
created you from dust." (Qur'an 30:20) 
"He began the creation of man from dust…" (32:79) 
 

Dust has the remarkable quality of absorbing, sop-
ping and soaking up even the tiniest of impressions. 
A footprint, a fingerprint will be easily imprinted on 
dust. The smallest of features would be clearly visi-
ble and easily discernible. 
Man, having been created from dust, is easily 
affected by what he sees, hears and experiences. 
Has his ears, eyes and heart not been created from 
dust? Has Allah Ta’ala Most High not informed him:  
“and He made for you ears and eyes an a heart”. 
Whatever is going to enter into the ears, the eyes 
and the heart is going to affect man. Good news will 
cheer him; bad news will grief him. He may pretend 
to be tough and ignore the effects of the infor-
mation/news/reports/gossip that he has heard with 
his ears, but the dust from which his heart is creat-
ed will be affected. The impression of those words 
will be absorbed and imprinted on the heart.  
Similarly, what man sees with his eyes, filters into 
his heart. Just as a bad and evil sight will leave a 
lousy and sad impression on his heart, so too would 
a happy and glad scene leave an imprint on and 
cheer his heart which is created from dust.                                                  
In Hadith it is mentioned that it is only the heart of 
a Muslim that can contain Allah Ta’ala.  That is why 
the Holy Prophet reported the following words 
which Allah revealed to him: 
“Allah, Most High said: The heavens and the earth 
cannot contain Me, but the heart of a true believer 
can” (Hadith Qudsi). 
Adopting seclusion keeps the heart pure and clean 
for the Yaad and Dhyaan (remembrance and 
thoughts) of Allah Ta’ala. Seclusion is a Sunnah.       
It was the Tariqa of all our Akaabireen to rigorously 
adopt seclusion to ensure that their hearts were 
scrubbed, polished and shined with the Thikr of 
Allah and Tilaawat of the Holy Qur’aan.                 
These Akaabireen did not believe in engagement 
with people without some form of Islaah. Such en-
gagement leads to sins such as freely and intention-
ally intermingling with women and appearing on 
television and marching on roads with Kuffaar. First 
they attended to their own Islaah, thereafter they 
served Islam and benefited the creation with dis-
tinction.   
 Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam himself has directed 
the Ummah towards cleansing the heart. On one 
occasion he said: “Just as iron catches rust on con-
tact with water, so are the hearts rusted.”                                                            
People asked how to remove the rust of the heart?                                                                               
The Noble Prophet (Allah’s blessings and peace be 
upon him) said, “By remembering death and by re-
citing the Qur’an.” (Baihaqi)                                       
Sseclusion does not mean that one should totally 
abandon people or be rude to them. The rights of 
others should be observed. One Sahaabi Radiallahu 
anhu narrates that he never met anyone more 
cheerful than Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam.                                           
Reading novels: Is it permissible to read novels 
and watch television?                                                        
Answer: Alas, we read the kuffar novels and watch 
television programs which are filled with tales of 
adultery and infidelity.  Does the descriptions and 
scenes of partying and consuming a “drink” by John 
and Jane, the boastful phrases tossed by Peter and 
Paul with pride and smugness, the expressions of 
jealousy and malice spewed by Sandy and Andy…do 
they not affect our morals and character? Sooner or 
later, we start imitating them and behaving like 
them since our hearts created from dust has the 
imprints of all the evils.                                           

These kuffaar written novels and television shows 
and videos are born from the womb of Kufr and 
Shirk. They find their roots in authors whose hearts 
are filled with the darkness of adultery, alcohol, 
music and dance. Their hearts are watered from the 
reservoir of the sewage flowing forth from minds 
filled with Kufr and Shirk. They do not contain a 
single word of Allah, a single word of His Rasul 
(Salallahu alaihi wasallam), a single word of the tor-
ments of the qabr or the horrors of the Aakhirah. 
Every word read, every scene viewed, distances the 
heart from Allah. The heart is the Residence of Al-
lah Ta’ala, greater than even the Holy Kaaba. What 
a waste of time is television and reading novels not!                                                                          
Cancer: I have cancer. I am filled with fear. Please 
give me some advice.                                                                                 
Answer: Indeed, the word cancer itself strikes fear 
and dread in the heart of those who are healthy 
and well. No one really can understand what really 
goes through the mind of a person who has been 
diagnosed with this deadly disease. We can hear 
what he says but we cannot fully appreciate the 
impact of his words. For his is a narrow World, close 
to termination. O the unspoken ambitions and the 
unannounced aspirations stored in the mind, O the 
unfulfilled plans and the unrealized hopes cher-
ished in the hearts…all of it turned into ash and cin-
ders by the flames of destiny beyond the control of 
power and wealth and medicine. All of mankind 
stand defeated with heavy hearts and drooping 
shoulders.                                                                       
For a non-Muslim the burden of death is twice, nay 
many, many more times, for he has no Aakhirah in 
front of him. His Jannah was the unrestricted joys 
of the Dunya (World) in which he immersed himself 
– sports and amusement he lived for; adultery and 
wealth he was prepared to die for. As he lived in 
darkness, oblivious to his Creator - so he dies in 
darkness, oblivious of the horrors waiting him.           
By Allah, compare the cases of a Muslim who has 
cancer and a non-Muslim and we shall find the 
power of Imaan consoling the Muslim, immaterial 
of his sins and hideous past.                                           
“It’s all in Allah hands” – Muslims not only say; they 
believe firmly. “I will only live how long I have been 
destined to” – Muslims not only declare; they 
affirm with dignity. “Whatever Allah Wills” – Mus-
lims not only murmur; they claim with grace. They 
are the ones who have surrendered their souls to 
Allah before their souls are called back to Allah.                   
They spend their last days with a tasbeeh close by. 
When they cannot stand and perform Salaah, they 
sit and do so. When they cannot sit and do so, they 
lie down even as the pain wrecks their fragile bod-
ies. Such devotion! Such Love! Such Mu’mineen! 
Such Muslimeen! Such Establishers of Salaah! Al-
lahu-Akbar! The Malaa-ikah in the skies hymn their 
praises and make Du’a for forgiveness of these 
souls who are being purified due to the sickness 
they experience.                                                                              
Allah, in His own infinite wisdom wishes to escalate 
the status of such sick people. They are selected by 
Allah in order that they be cleansed here in the 
World before coming to the Hereafter. Spend your 
time remembering Allah. Train the heart to ache for 
Him. In Hadith it is mentioned that He who loves to 
meet Allah, Allah loves to meet him even more.                         
Benefiting from a Sheikh: I am Bay’t to a Sheikh. 
However, I do not seem to benefit much from him. 
What could the reason be?                                                                                      
Answer: We assume your Sheikh is an uprighteous 
Sheikh. We assume he abstains from Biad’ah and 
does not as a habit indulge in Fisq and Fujoor. We 
also assume that he gives regular discourses and 
Naseehat. If we are correct in all our assumptions, 
then your misfortune for not benefiting from your 
Sheikh is due to one of the following reasons:                                             
1) Your intention is incorrect. Some people take 
Bayt for Taawizes, others for Barkat and yet others 

for merely to be seen with a Sheikh.                                                                             
2) You are involved in a spiritual sickness called 
“gud rai”. This means that you prefer your opinions 
to that of your Sheikhs in matters of your Islaah. 
Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh, an 
Imaam of Tasawwuf, states that “Gud Rai is poison 
to those who aspire for Allah’s Friendship”                                                                 
3) You have hurt the heart of your Sheikh with 
some indiscretion.  Moulana Thanvi Rahmatullahi 
alayh has stated that even if one’s Sheikh was in-
volved in Bid’ah, he should be respected as at one 
time he was considered to be the medium for the 
immense wealth of Ta-allauq ma-Allah.                                                                             
(4) You lack adab (respect) for your Sheikh. ’Ibne 
Arabi has said that in this path respect and display 
of love for the Sheikh is everything.                                                            
(5) Last but not least, you do not inform the Sheikh 
of your shortcomings and conceal your sicknesses 
from him. How can you ever benefit from him?                          
Addicted to porn I am addicted to pornography. 
This is causing  havoc in my marriage. I just cant 
seem to control myself. My wife wants to leave me 
now. What Thikr can I do?                                                               
Answer: Your rooh needs a cure to remedy the sick-
ness of Shahwat. Hadhrat Maseehullah Rahmat-
ullahi alayh stated that Thikr is for adorning the 
rooh, not curing the rooh. It’s like a sick person who 
requests vitamins instead of medication. The vita-
mins will not substitute the medication. If you are 
serious to rid yourself of the sickness of Shahwat 
(unrestrained desires), then try the following medi-
cation: Promise yourself that you will keep five fasts 
if you indulge in pornography ever again.                     
The Nafs despises hunger and cannot tolerate star-
vation. A solid dose of hunger and promises of 
more such bitter medication will, Insha-Allah, weak-
en its power. As for your wife threatening to leave 
you, what did you expect? A bouquet of flowers for 
your Khiyaanat?  More than eighty percent of mar-
riages are breaking down due to husbands cheating 
their wives with the eyes. You seem to forget that 
she is Muslimah and not a cheap prostitute. The 
One who  turned her heart away from you has the 
Power to turn it towards you. Make sincere Taubah 
to Allah The Forgiver and you will find His Assis-
tance.                                                                       E-mail 
containing jokes of the Holy Qur’aan                                                            
Please comment on the following e-mail which are 
doing the rounds.                                                      
Wife to husband: Have I ever come in your dreams?                                                                            
Husband: Never                                                               
Wife: Why not!                                                                
Husband: Because I read Ayat Al Kursi before going 
to bed                                                                           
Answer: These types of e-mails are a mockery of 
the Holy Qur’aan. The verses of the Holy Qur’an 
cannot be used for the sake of amusement and 
jokes. The Verse of The Throne is Great and Glori-
ous and a Powerful Verse meant for protection. The 
Shayaateen fear this verse and become powerless 
when it is recited. Could the initiator of this e-mail 
not find anything else to amuse himself with? Sure-
ly, if he does not make Taubah the Qur’aan Sharief 
will lay a case against him on the Day of  Qiyamah.                                                                    
Sports: I love sports to such an extent that I even 
miss my Salaah. When my favourite teams play, I 
cannot sleep in peace or even eat in peace. My mind 
is continuously absorbed with who is going to win. 
When my team looses, I feel sad. Please advice how 
I can reform myself.                                                                       
Answer:  From your question it is clear that your 
heart is besotted with love — a very unholy love.  
This heart has been created by Allah Ta’ala for His 
Love. In one Hadith it is mentioned that nothing can 
contain Allah Ta’ala except the heart of a Muslim. 
Sadly, such a holy and sacred abode which is meant 
for The Creator and His Remembrance have now 
(Continued on page 12)                                               
been furnished with cricket scores and soccer balls 
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I have conducted a detailed research into the Haraam/Halaal status of all com-

mercially slaughtered chickens. Amongst the reasons for my research was the 

Orion debacle which shook the Muslims of this country to the core. How many  

times were we not assured that “the Amaanat of Halaal” is in safe hands, that “You can trust us”, “We are 

very strict and reliable”. My research has so far led me to the following indisputable facts:                                                                                                                             

1) Chicks are crammed into a pen which has no sunlight. After this unnatural process, thousands of these so-

called “Halaal and Tayib” chickens walk around whilst feeding on their own  faeces in a filthy place. Here 

they are force fed. Growth of these chickens are manipulated with artificial lights. After 6 to 8 weeks they 

are ready for mass delivery and mass consumption.  

2) These living chickens are mercilessly packed in crates and cramped in such a manner that they cannot 

move. Some die en route. Those that reach their destination are grabbed and yanked from the crate and 

shackled upside down on a conveyor. The chickens are often bruised and at times entire wings are ripped of.   

3) Once shackled upside down, these chickens are mercilessly half submerged in 

electrically charged water. Some chickens die of cardiac arrest before being 

slaughtered.                            

4) Slaughterers are compelled to slaughter anything between 39 and 49 chickens 

a minute. This translates into 1.25 seconds wherein three or four veins of each 

and every single chicken is severed. It is humanely impossible to recite 

“Bismaillahir-Rahmaanir-Raheem” and  simultaneously grab a chicken by its 

neck and deftly slaughter the chicken in less then 1.5 seconds 

5) I thus found it completely within the bounds of reason and logic the fact that 

numerous slaughterers from different plants in different provinces have presented 

sworn affidavits that they are unable to slaughter the required daily quota.  

6) After a dozen slaughterers at the Early Bird plant gave the affidavits they were 

all fired. One must wonder why such an unusual number of slaughterers were 

fired with the full knowledge and apparent concurrence of the Halaal operating 

body. Perhaps they just spoke too much, too loud. 

7) Furthermore, it is almost comical when one reads how UCSA and the MJC 

meets with the SPCA over the issue about the need for the Ummah to treat the 

Qurbani animals with kindness when one takes into consideration the fact that 

Sanha, NIHT, and MJC, all of them certify and collect revenues from operations 

which entail the slaughtering of chickens in full view of the other birds. Are the 

rights of the chickens any lesser than other animals? Does the sheep and the cow 

feel more pain than a chicken when it observes how other chickens are slaugh-

tered. Surely just as a knife should not be sharpened in front of sheep and cattle in 

Islam, so should it not be sharpened in front of the chickens.  

8) Birds are thereafter dumped into a scalding tank wherein the chicken floats in 

its blood and faeces and in the filthy water with all the entrails still intact. The na-

paak water ( actually it’s more of a witches brew) - seeps into the chicken meat.  

9) People who work in the industry will vouch that the stench of this chicken is 

extremely nauseating what with it floating in its own faeces, urine and blood etc. 

Just like a napaak prostitute is dolled up, so is the chicken dolled up with chemi-

cals etc.  
10) The “Free and unfettered inspection” is a myth. There is no such thing. Trust 

me, I have tried hard but was stonewalled wherever I went. You try getting into 

anyone of the plants for an independent inspection and see if you can succeed. 
 

       The crime of greed spares no one!            
Sweden's National Food Agency has issued a 

warning after as much as 20 tonnes of meat la-

belled as beef turned out to be coloured pork. An 

investigator at the agency, Pontus Elvingson, told 

the BBC that tests were still being done to identi-

fy the dye. The Swedish firm Heat AB imported 

the meat from a supplier in Hungary called Filet-

to. One of the suspect batches originated in Ar-

gentina. Checks show that the dyed meat was first 

sold in Sweden a year ago. It is not yet clear if 

Filetto also exported doctored pork to other coun-

tries. The Swedish agency has alerted EU authori-

ties. The BBC was unable to reach Filetor. com-

 

A Mufti’s wonderful answer 
 

Many years ago in Ramadaan, not long before 

the Haraam Scandals became public & more vis-

ible to the public, a few Hufaaz were performing 

Taraweeh salaat with a local Mufti. We use to 

take benefit from this by requesting Mufti saheb 

to teach us something every night, either by way 

of Naseehat or by Q & A. 

This was done amongst the Hufaaz after every-

one else had left. 

One night one of us asked Mufti Saheb regarding 

eating Haraam without one knowing that the 

food was haraam. Was this a sin/crime or not? 

etc 

Mufi Saheb gave us a very simple yet very com-

plete explanation which I would like to share 

with everyone here. 

I also find it strange & amazing how freely the 

Ulama spoke about this subject then, but as soon 

as it became an "issue", the vast majority of Ula-

ma then preferred to maintain silence on the sub-

ject.Mufti saheb explained it via three scenarios 

involving the intake of poison. 

1. If a person takes poison knowing full well that 

it is poison, then he would be guilty of attempted 

suicide or suicide, depending on what happens to 

him. These are both very severe crimes in the 

Shariah. 

2. If a person takes poison by mistake then he 

will not be guilty of these crimes but he will not 

be able to argue that since it was consumed in 

error, he "cannot" die or become ill. The harms 

of the poison will still take effect even though no 

crime had been committed. 

3. If a person is fed poison by another person, 

then he will not be guilty of any crime, but the 

one who gave it to him will be guilty of murder, 

manslaughter or attempted murder or man-

slaughter, but he will not be able to argue that 

since it was given to him by someone he trusted, 

he "cannot" die or become ill. The harms of the 

poison will still take effect even though the 

crime is someone else’s. Mufti saheb then ex-

plained that this is the example of Haraam & 

Doubtful. In the current scenario, consuming the 

haraam meat products certified by SANHA, 

MJC, ICSA NIHT, etc. will be a crime. These 

organizations cannot be trusted regarding matters 

of halaal and haraam. The evidence damning 

these organizations and their operations no long-

er permits Muslims to consume food only on the 

basis of their certification. These organizations 

have no standing in terms of the Shariah. Their 

certification is worthless. Therefore, before con-

suming a product, one should ascertain from oth-

er reliable sources whether the product is permis-

sible or not.  

In fact, it must be reiterated that it is not permis-

sible to buy meat products from non-Muslims. 

The above analogy can be used regarding music 

as well & many other Haraam & Roohani harm-

ful things. May ALLAH Rabul Izzat grant us all 

abundance of Halaal Rozi & the abilty to use it 

in Halaal avenues. May HE protect us from 

Haraam & the effects of Haraam. (Ameen) 

THE UNSPEAKABLE BRUTALITY... 
Over 28 days in October and November, the Humane Society stated, the activist "documented multiple 

abuses and food safety threats" at the farm in Waelder, Texas, including: 

"Birds trapped in cage wires, unable to reach food or water. Cage wires can trap hens’ wings, necks, legs 
and feet, causing other birds to trample the weakened animals, usually resulting in a slow, painful death. 
"Abandoned hens. Live birds were roaming outside their cages, some falling into manure pits. 
"Injuries. Birds had bloody feet and broken legs from cage wires. Overcrowding injuries. Cal-Maine crams 
multiple birds into one cage, giving each hen only 67 square inches of cage space — less than a sheet of 
paper on which to live for more than a year. 

 

WHY I DO NOT TRUST THE HA-

LAAL INDUSTRY  
(By a brother from KZN) 

 

LOOK AGAIN AT WHAT YOU ARE EATING! 
 

Purchased some frozen chicken pieces from Makro where you can't real-
ly see inside cause of the packaging (last time), opened yesterday and 
had one look at the drumstick, and there is no way am I going to eat that, 
who knows what the heck is inside that meat, no normal chicken can 
grow to that size, unless we usually get way undersized chickens, but to 
me its looks 10% chicken 90% steroids.  

Question: A certain Mufti maintains that all the above factors presented to him does not make the chicken 

Makruh as the actual Thabaah takes place with Tasmiyah. Please comment                   

Answer: The Mufti Saheb has erred. He has overlooked the fact that dozens of slaughterers from differ-

ent plants have unequivocally stated that they cannot and do not slaughter with Tasmiyah being recited.  

Furthermore, The Shariah in many instances does not only look at an actual act for branding anything Mak-

rooh. Let’s take the example of a person who performs Salaah in only a Bermuda short pants. His entire 

Salaah, though performed correctly, will not only be Makrooh, but will possibly also have to be repeated 

according to some Ulama. Even if we assume for a moment that the chicken is Makrooh, it will become 

Haraam on the second consumption. A Makrooh, when repeatedly being perpetrated evolves into Haraam. 

This is an acknowledged principle of Fiqh. The Mufti should request an unannounced inspection to any of 

the plants. Insha-Allah, after he witnesses the killing fields, he will change his mind.  

http://www.humanesociety.org/news/press_releases/2010/11/cal-maine_111710.html
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JAMIATUL ULAMA GAUTENG’S   

HEARFELT PLEA...  

Whilst it is a fact that the majority of 

Muslim homes are burdened with the 

curse of possessing a television which 

spews filth, immorality, depravity and 

decadency, it is also an indisputable 

fact that the majority of Muslims ac-

cept  television to be Haraam and 

sinful.                                           

Allah Ta’ala has warned Muslims to 

be aware of Shaytaan’s schemes. 

Shaytaan operates under different 

garbs and guises. Shaytaan is a mas-

ter manipulator. Inducing people to 

commit sins flagrantly and brazenly is 

fine enough with Shaytaan. However, 

sins which people regard as sins is 

second prize for Shaytaan for today's 

adulterer, drunkard and gambler can 

make Taubaah tomorrow and become 

a Saint.                                                        

First prize for Shaytaan is when he 

succeeds in creating a situation 

wherein he gets people to sin whilst 

they under the illusion that they are 

doing good. Thus the question of 

Taubah does not arise. Says Allah 

Ta’ala:                                                   

Say (O Mohammed), "Shall we inform 

you who are the most who deviated in 

deeds? They are those whose efforts 

are astray in this world, whilst they 

imagine that they are doing good 

deeds." [18:104]                                         

ITV (Iblees Televison) fully falls with-

in the scope of this Ayah. They imag-

ine that they are doing good. This is 

in no small measure due to the so-

called Fatwa produced by the Jamiat 

based in Fordsburg.                                                      

The process of dumping the Fatwa on 

the heads of the Ulama and the un-

wary public indicates that Shaytaan 

had a hand in it. Iblees means decep-

tion and deception is what was used 

big time in the so-called Fatwa.                                                                          

The general trend at the Fordsburg 

Jamiat is that a group of Muftis are in 

charge of the Fatwa department. 

Whenever a situation arises which 

required further consultations, then 

these muftis would consult other sen-

ior Muftis from various Darul Ulooms 

before issuing a Fatwa. However, on 

the issue of permissibility of televi-

sion the established channels were 

conveniently bypassed and the Ulama 

were ignored and kept  in the dark. 

Not a single senior Mufti of any Darul

-Uloom was consulted for the obvious 

reasons that the overwhelming Ulama 

were not in favour of the concept of 

using television as a  means of propa-

gating or defending Islam. These Ula-

ma understood that it was not the 

Tareeqa of our Akaaberien to utilise 

this evil medium despite the massive 

challenges which faced them of Qa-

diani’ism and Shia’sm and the 

Kuffaar.                                          

The deviated Ulama required a Fat-

wa. They understood that it was not 

going to be forthcoming from the lo-

cal Ulama fraternity.                                      

Thus a “Fatwa” from “overseas” was 

imported to South Africa from the 

now notorious Fiqh Academy.                                   

A Fatwa, as the respectable Ulama 

fraternity would concur, is based on 

being sourced from the Adila -- e -

Arba’ah i.e.The Holy Qur’an, The 

Sunnah, Consensus and Qiyaas. 

(Analogical reasoning). The Fatwa for 

the permissibility of television makes 

no references to the above sources.  

It is merely an opinion which the Fiqh 

Academy has peddled as a Fatwa. 

The following issues will, Insha-Allah, 

assist the public in coming to an in-

telligent conclusion about whether 

ITV is permissible or not.                               

(1) The name of Hadhrat Mufti 

Nizaamuddeen from Deoband appears 

on the list of those who endorsed the 

Fatwa of television being permissible. 

Whilst he had initially given a ruling 

of Jawaaz (permissible), Hadhrat Muf-

ti Nizaamuddeed had subsequently 

retracted his earlier views on numer-

ous occasions almost twenty years 

ago in 1411/1412. His opposition to 

television is clearly made known in 

the Kitaab “Chaar Fitne”. (Four Fit-

nas)                                            

Now let the public ask themselves if 

it was fair and truthful for the Fiqh 

Academy to include him in the list of 

Ulama who were in favour of televi-

sion? Was it honest to bandy his 

name about twenty years after he had 

clearly retracted his Fatwa in 1411?                                                        

2) The so-called Fatwa states “the 
only provision is that it must be free 
from the things indisputable forbid-
den.”                                                              
Let every unbiased and honest Mus-

lim read the above clause again upon 

which the permissibility of Islamic 

Television is based.                      

The so-called Fatwa unambiguously 

states that television is permissible                                           
“on the provision that it be free from 
all things which are indisputable for-
bidden.”                                     

The Holy Qur’aan and the Noble 

Ahaadith are replete with injunctions 

which pertain to the to the chastity 

and sanctity of women.                                         

In order to maintain a healthy, normal 

social and family life, Islam has very, 

very strictly forbidden the intermin-

gling between males and females. Is-

lam teaches that a women should be 

concealed. Her voice is Hijaab: Thus, 

no woman — even those self-hating 

women from the gender equality 

MMB mob — will have it in her heart 

to demand the right to give Athaan. 

Deep, deep down they know that they 

can never the equals of men.                                         

Even the Ummahatul –  Mu’mineen 

were instructed to speak behind a 

veil when conversing with men. Now 

look at the situation at ITV where 

women brazenly expose themselves to 

males, smiling at them and seeking to 

charm them — all in the name of Is-

lam..                                       Na-

bi Salallahu alayhi wasallam departed 

from the World and left the Ummah 

with a treasure trove of advices for 

their success in both this World and 

the Everlasting Hereafter. His 

(Salallahu alaihi wasallams) compas-

sion towards all of mankind and his 

Ummah specifically made him leave 

no stone unturned in order to ensure 

that communities are saved from tur-

moil and strife, shamelessness and 

destruction. At times we are taught 

about the nature of our evil deeds in 

a most forthright and frank manner 

and at times. Let’s now examine ITV 

in the light of The Shariah.                                   

Rasullullah Salallahu alaihi wasallam 

said: “Any woman who wears perfume 

then goes out to the mosque, so that 

the fragrance can be discerned, her 

prayers will not be accepted until she 

performs ghusl like the ghusl to be 

performed when in a state ofja-
naabah.” (Reported by Imaam Ahmad, 

2/444)                                                                                          

Every woman who appears on ITV 

should reflect deeply. Look at what 

your Nabi (Salallahu alaihi wasallam) 

is telling you. Look at how dirty and 

filthy you have become. Angels do 

not approach a person in Janabat. 

Salaah cannot be performed in a state 

of Janaabat. Every single hair up to 

the roots have to be compulsorily 

washed to cleans oneself. Come to 

your senses. When youappear on 

ITV, YOU ARE NAPAAK FROM 

HEAD TO TOE. This is the verdict 

of Allah’s Rasul (Salallahu alaihi 

wasllam). On the Day of Qiyamah, 

Allah Ta’ala is going to judge you in 

accordance to your Aql. No Fatwa 

from a Mufti is going to help you for 

the Moulana will be dripping rivulates 

of sweat himself when he realizes the 

destruction he wrought with his sup-

port for making Halaal which Allah 

made Haraam.      Maybe being Na-

paak means nothing much to the sis-

ters who come on television. In this 

case let them ponder over the follow-

ing Hadith: Rasullullah Salallahu alaihi 

wasallam: “Any woman who applies 

perfume and then goes out among the 

people so that they could smell her 

fragrance is a zaaniyah (adulteress).” 

(Reported by Imaam Ahmad, 4/418; 

see also Saheeh al-Jaami’, 105).                         

Subhanallah! Can the heart be so 

hard and so dead that the sisters ap-

pearing on ITV are prepared to be 

labelled as adulteresses? And that 

too by the Most Noblest of Allah’s 

Creation?  In the above Hadith, it is 

not mentioned that you are “like” an 

adulteress. Look at the sacred judge-

ment from the Court of Nabuwwat: 

The Words are “is a 

zaaniyah (adulteress).”                      

And why not when she is exposing 

herself to all types of men, seeking to 

lure them and enchant them with her 

false looks. Are these sisters not 

aware of the following Hadith:               

Allah's Messenger (salallahu alaihi 

wasallam said:  ‘Every eye is lustful, 

and when a woman applies perfume 

and then goes about in an assembly, 

she is like such and such, i.e. an 

adulteress.’(Al-irmidhi Hadith 1065)  

Here we have it in black and white. 

The greatest of Philosophers, the one 

whose Knowledge surpasses all the 

knowledge of Mankind, Jinkind, the 

animal kingdom, the bird kingdom, 

the plant kingdom, the angels, the 

one hundred and twenty four thou-

sand prophets (peace be upon them), 

the trillions of unseen and unknown 

creation — all of them together can-

not even reach an iota of the 

Knowledge has ruled that the women 

who apply perfume is like an adulter-

ess. Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam 

understood human nature. Forget 

about the “our hearts are clean” 

nonsense. Rasulullah Salallahu alyhi 

waslaam says that “Every eye is lust-

ful”.  

And you, o sister in Islam, who is 

appearing in public on ITV with per-

fume and make up have been labelled 

as an adulterous for making yourself a 

target for tens of thousands of lustful 

eyes. Your shamelessness, in the 

name of propagating and defending 

Islam, is imply immoral and outra-

geous. Eyes laden with mascara, 

powdered and perfumed to conceal 

the real you, you  subtly seek to en-

tice and charm the hearts of other 

wife's husbands.                           

Shaytaan plays the flute of Zina in the 

hearts of the male audiences. Where-

as first she was only heard on the 

Devils Radio, now she is seen on the 

devils screen. First the zina was left 

to be committed with an unknown 

face - now there is a face to play 

around with. How bad and how evil 

are you in the Eyes of Allah and His 

Rasulullah Salallahu alaihi wasallam.  

To the Ulama who are promote tele-

vision, we humbly appeal: The Jamia-

tul Ulama Gauteng is not opposing 

you for the sake of opposing you. You  

are our brothers in Islam. Just as our 

own salvation is of importance to us, 

so does your salvation matter to us. 

Set aside for a moment the “Fatwa” 

of the Fiqh Academy and look at the 

reality of ITV, especially the angle of 

perfumed women giggling and flirting 

in front of a male audience. Is this 

not from Shaytaan. One day you will 

have to stand in front of Allah.   

(Cont page 10)                        

 

DAJJAAL’S EYE 
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Continued from page 1 
And what about the infinite, boundless and passion-

ate defence of Israel by America—an Israel that has 

done everything to dominate and control our Holy 

lands and Baitul-Maqdis? America funds Israel, 

supplies Israel with weapons and assists in the bru-

tal, inhuman occupation.  

Are we Muslims, lead by “Ulama”, supposed to 

shower roses on them and seek to justify it on the 

basis of the Noble Seerah of Nabi Salallahu alaihi 

wasallam?  

Do these “Ulama” really believe that the white roses 

will close the detention and torture chambers? Do 

these “Ulama” really believe that the white roses 

will convince America and its allies to recompense 

the innocent Muslim victims for all the damage 

caused by unjust occupations?  

Do these “Ulama” really believe that the white roses 

will make America and the West enact legislation 

which bans and criminalises insults to Islam and to 

the Holy Qur’aan and to our beloved Nabi Salallahu 

alayhi wasallam?                               Year after year, 

they chip and chop away at the dignity of our be-

loved Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam and we in re-

turn find it appropriate to massage their ego’s and 

make a mockery of Islam by presenting roses to 

them.  

This concept that we are trying to show to America 

that we are civilized by handing out roses to them is 

pure and sheer bunkum. If anything at all, America, 

should be handing out roses to Muslims and re-

assure Muslims that they do not seek to impose up-

on them an alien culture which diametrically col-

lides with their values.  

America is supposed to re-assure Muslims that they 

respect our Deen, our Beards, our Hijaab system, 

our culture and the teachings of the Holy Qur’aan 

which have clearly given men authority over wom-

en.                                                   America should 

in fact assure Muslims that they do not have an 

agenda of promoting amongst Muslims gay and les-

bian ideologies.  

Muslims do not subscribe to the concept of gender 

equality. Nature created a male differently and a 

female differently. Muslims do not subscribe to the 

one oppressing the other.                                     

Each one plays a complementary role to the other. 

Muslims do not subscribe to democracy as envis-

aged by the West where every Tom, Dick and Harry

-murderer, plunderer, adulterer, drunkard, thief, 

usurper and robber-rules over a populace laced with 

the drug called freedom.   

Our’s is a noble system which is based not on mob 

justice but upon Islamic justice where the populace 

is free from fear.                                               Our’s 

is a system defined and carved in the heavens by our 

Lord Allah. We are not apologetic about the Divine 

Laws which deal with issues such the cutting of 

hands and the stoning of adulterers and the whip-

ping of the vile, the evil and the corrupt.  

The evil act of giving roses to Americans is only to 

be matched with the evil of the so-called Muslim 

suicide bomber who cowardly targets innocent chil-

dren, woman and civilians.                                   

Since true, compassionate Islam certainly has noth-

ing to do with such barbarians who kill and maim 

the innocent, we must assume that these suicide 

bombers are either misled or controlled by the 

agents of the enemy.  

In conclusion, the “Ulama” who have condones this 

dastardly deed of gifting white roses to an avowed 

enemy of Islam, have stabbed the Ummah in the 

back.                                                          And if you 

do not believe this, then just ask our sickly, weak, 

forlorn, frail and fragile sister who has been sen-

tenced to eighty five years in prison by who else 

other than...the Americans?               Do the sisters 

who went out of the sanctity of their home, thereby 

displeasing Allah Ta’ala, really believe that the 

white roses will make America free our sister, Aafi-

yah Siddiqa?  

Just as blind man cannot appreciate the beauty of a 

rose, so too, can the brutal Americans not under-

stand what the word “shame” means.                  

How does one shame a nation who does not possess 

shame in the first instance? Nabi Salallahu layhi 

wasallam said: “Haya (shame) is part of Imaan.” 

Where there is no Imaan, their obviously is no 

shame. Where shame is non-existent, it is foolish 

and a sheer waste of time to expect a person to be-

come shameful over his evil deeds. 

The torture chambers still remain intact. The Ameri-

can agenda for Ummah domination has not changed 

in the leasr. The whole exercise of giving roses to 

the Americans, as intelligent person would concur, 

was a useless exercise and gross self-deception. 

(cont. from page 10)  What will you answer for 

condoning and promotimng television? Think 

again! From whose blessed lips have our sisters 

been so frighteningly described to be  zaaniayahs?  
What doubt can there be that you are promoting 

Zina by appearing on ITV?                                                          

As for the men who watches ITV and who secretly 

ogles the females, let it be known that Muhammed 

(Salallahu layhi wasallam) has passed a judgement 

on you as well:                                              

The Judgement of Rasool (Salalahu alaihi 

waslaam): You are committing adultery!                                           

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah Radillahu anhu narrated 

that the Prophet said, "…the adultery of the eyes 

is looking” (Bukhari, Muslim)                                                       

Here again we have it in black and white. The 

eyes do commit Zina. When you look at the wom-

en who are smiling and charming and speaking in 

alluring tones on ITV to you, you are committing 

Zina with your eyes.                                                        

Even after accidentally looking at a woman, our 

Nabi (Salallahu alaihi wasallam)has instructed us to 

turn our gazes away.                                    

Hadhrat Jareer Radiallahu anh said, "I asked the 

Messenger of Allah about accidentally looking at 

something that is not allowed and he said, ‘Turn 

your eyes away.'" (Muslim). 24:30:)                     

Subhanallah! Here we sit for hours and stare in-

tentionally at women and  are under the impres-

sion that we are involved in an Ibaadah! Our Haya 

is eroded day after day. Truly Iblees must be cel-

ebrating his cunning at getting some Mufti’s to 

pass a Fatwa permitting all the Zina that takes 

place on ITV.                                              

We respectfully ask the public: Is Islamic Televi-

sion permissible when such major violations of The 

Shariah are taking place on a daily basis? Does 

the fong-kong Fatwa really apply to ITV when 

taking into consideration that women are indisput-

ably prevented from emerging in public with per-

fume and men are indisputably prohibited from 

looking at woman deliberately? To summarise:   

(1) The Fatwa was imported from overseas in an 

unbecoming manner and is rejected by the majori-

ty Ulama of this country.                               (2) 

Hadhrat Nizaamudeen Rahmatullahi alayh had re-

tracted his Fatwa, yet his name appears in the list 

of Mufti’s who are in favour of television.                                                           

(3) The Fatwa clearly states that “on the provi-
sion that it be free from all things which are indis-
putable forbidden.”                                                         
Perfumed women appearing in public with make-up 

is indisputably forbidden in Islam. Similarly, for a 

man to deliberately and intentionally look at a 

woman or for a woman to look deliberately at a 

man is indisputably forbidden.                             

(4) Just as Nabi Salallahu alaihi wasallam made 

Haraam not only liquor but everything that is 

connected to liquor, so is ITV Haraam and every-

thing connected to it, be it advertising, moral 

support or being employed in any manner. The 

salaries are Haraam.                                              

(5) The sin of every person who watches ITV will 

furthermore be a burden on those who ripped 

apart the teachings of the Holy Qur’aan and who 

tore trampled under their feet the teachings of 

Nabi Salallahu layhi wasallam. The Holy Qur’aan 

is clear: “That they may bear their burdens en-
tirely on the day of resurrection and also of the 
burdens of those whom they lead astray without 
knowledge; now surely evil is what they bear.” (S. 
16:25) . The doors of Taubah are still open. Allah 

loves those who repent. May Allah Ta’ala grant 

us all Hidayat and safe us from Shaytaan. (Ameen)  

Question: Does Islam permit the bombing of 

Churches etc. which is taking place in Nigeria by a 

group calling itself Boko Haraam?  

Answer: Islam is a religion of peace. It does not 

permit the spilling of blood of innocent people. 

Question:Does Islam permit suicide bombing 

against women and children? 

Answer: True Mujaahedeen do not resor t to 

such cowardly and dastardly deeds in the name of 

Islam where innocent civilians are targeted. These 

people who plant bombs which kill and maim the 

innocent in the name of Islam, cowardly run away 

after committing their wicked deeds.  

The local Muslims of the area are left to pay a 

heavy price. Youngsters are taken in and brutally 

tortured, women are arrested and molested and 

children are left behind traumatised. The so-called 

“heroes” who planted the bombs are nowhere to be 

found.    

Question: The entire Muslim World is in disarray 

and under oppression. What is the solution? 

Answer: The solution is the same when the Mus-

lims were persecuted in Makkah Mukarramah and 

elsewhere. For thirteen years they suffered and 

were tortured. They were denied permission to re-

taliate by Nabi Salallahu layhi wasallam who in-

structed them to make Sabr. Only after ten years of 

undergoing a reformation process did Allah Ta’ala 

permit them to retaliate. During the ten years of 

Sabr, they were taught  sincerity, tolerance, stead-

fastness, Tauheed, brotherhood and the value of 

unity etc. Only when they conquered their Nufoos 

and Ikhlaas dripped from every portion of their 

bodies, did they set out to battle for the Pleasure of 

Allah and Allah alone. With their exemplary char-

acter and noble ways they won over the hearts of 

the non-Muslims. Today, that same formula of Is-

laah applies. Until there is no Islaah, there is no 

success. The in fighting amongst the so-called Mu-

jaahedien is sufficient evidence of this. Allah 

Ta’aala has assured Muslims that: “If you adopt 

Sabr and Taqwa, then their schemes cannot harm 

you in the least.” (Surah Al-Imraan)   

Question: Some people feel that Islam does not rec-

ognise geographical boundaries or tribalism. They 

also claim that non-Muslims do not deserve any 

gratitude for favours done by them. Please com-

ment.                                                                           

Answer: (1)Your  car  breaks down late at night 

in a remote place. Your family is with you. You are 

scared. A non-Muslim stops and takes a lot of trou-

ble to assist you. The person goes out of his way to 

tow you to the nearest town. What does Islam teach 

us:                                                                             

(a) Don’t thank him because he is a non-Muslim! 

Just walk away coldly and ignore him or (b) First 

make Shukr unto Allah Ta’aala and thereafter ex-

press your gratitude to the non-Muslim who assist-

ed you. What do you think Islam teaches us?                                                                   

2) With regards to geographical boundaries, the 

Holy Qur’aan makes mention of “Misr” and 

“Madyan”, Makkah and Yathrib etc. How does he 

reconcile these geographical realities which are 

contained in the Holy Qur’aan with his claim?                                                                            

3) If the person is so avid against any form of trib-

alism, then could he please explain why did Nabi 

Salallahu alaihi wasallam hand over flags to differ-

ent tribes in battle?   The person is confused. Islam 

teaches us that no tribe should consider themselves 

superior to another tribe. It does not negate tribal-

ism itself. 
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Question: Every year at around this time, we find 

that many of our Muslim sisters are congratulated 

for their excellent Matric results on the so-called 

Islamic Radio stations. These young girls are in-

terviewed by the Ulama and wished well for their 

further studies at Universities etc. The photo-

graphs of these girls appear in the newspapers which are distributed 

throughout the country. The Ulama of the Islamic schools consider it 

a feather in the cap when these students gain admission to the Uni-

versities. Just recently, the Nurul-Islam Muslim School had a matric 

function where intermingling between young boys and girls took place. 

The photographs of the girls with fancy and colourful cloaks appeared 

in the local newspapers. Videos were taken on cell phones. Why are 

the other Ulama so silent on this issue? Please comment                                                  

Answer: Allah Ta’ala says in the Holy Qur’aan:  “When We decree 

that a habitation should be destroyed, We give Commands to its well-

to-do people and they show disobedience; then that habitation incurs 

just torment and We totally exterminate it .” [16-17]  
Firstly, we need to establish the Shariah position with regards to what 

has been mentioned in the question. The following acts of wilful diso-

bedience, open transgression, deliberate defiance were intentionally 

and whole heartedly celebrated against Allah and His Rasool Salallahu 

alaihi wasallam:   

1) Photography: Narrated Abu Juhaifa (Radiallahu Ta'ala Anhu): "I saw 

my father buying a slave whose profession was cupping, and ordered 

that his instruments (of cupping) be broken. I asked him the reason for 

doing so. He replied, "Allah's Nabi (Sallallahu Alaihi Wa Wasallam) 

prohibited taking money for blood, the price of a dog and the earnings 

of a slave-girl by prostitution; he cursed the woman who tattoos and 

the woman who gets tattooed, the eater of Riba (usury), and the mak-

er of pictures”. (Bukhari - Hadith 440)   
To earn the curses of Nabi Salallahu alayhi wasallam must surely be 

the ultimate tragedy and ill-fortune of a Muslim. In this case the sin is 

compounded in that it is done in the name of Islam and propagated by 

the so-called Islamic Radios and Schools.                                       

(2) Offering congratulations: When Nabi Salallahu alayhi wasallam pre-

vented women from intermingling with men for a Deeni lecture which 

he was going to conduct, where would he ever approve of women 

freely intermingling with men for the sake of a Worldly degree? Nar-

rated by Abu Huraira: A group of women came to Allah’s Prophet and 

said to him: “We cannot attend your majlis (gathering) of men, so, 

appoint for us a day to come to you (alone).” He said: “We will meet 

at the house of so and so.” He went to them on the specified date and 

place. Just observe how far we have drifted from Islam. The very Ula-

ma who are supposed to view with utmost disgust the destruction of 

the Sunnah, applaud it heartily. It is as if they are telling these young, 

naïve, innocent sisters: “Congratulations for getting a certificate for 

entering into Jahannam. You did very well with your distinctions. 

What an inspiration you are to others. You are taking up medicine. 

How wonderful. Go and shamelessly now examine the dead naked bod-

ies which you are going to be exposed to. More better news is that 

you will do so in the company of other men. Poke, prod and cut those 

naked corpses. We, at Radio Shaytaan congratulate you and are so 

proud of you and wish you well for the trillions of sins you will commit 

during your six year stay.” And the gullible sisters really trust them 

because these are after all, Ulama who have to be respected even if  

they play the flute of Shaytaan and lead them straight to Jahannam.   

3) Silence: Why are Ulama silent, you ask. Some are silent for they 

fear the loss of their jobs at Islamic Schools. Jobs are scarce as we all 

know. For the sake of jobs they remain silent and come under the 

scope of Allah’s warning:”And do not sell my Aayaat for a miserable 

price. And Fear me alone”. Others fear criticism and condemnation.  

They fear the “extremist” label. They fail to realize that if they are 

fearless of Allah and do not fulfil the Amaanat of ‘Ilm, then Allah Ta’

ala may teach them the hard way as to why He is worthy of being 

feared. May Allah Ta’ala save us from an Athaab which appears to be 

imminent: “and they show disobedience; then that habitation incurs 
just torment and We totally exterminate it .”  

 
 

Says Allah, Most High: “And Allah does not love those who make Zulm” 

Nabi Salallahu alayhi wasallam said: 

“Gheebah (backbiting) is worse than Zina” 

Whilst every Hadith is a treasure trove of information, glad tidings and warnings, 

this particular Hadith must rank amongst those requiring much deep reflection. 

Serious concern for the Aakhirah does not allow any space for laxity and careless-

ness. The eyes of those who live as if there is never going to be death or accounta-

bility will only open when the pangs of death usher them into the everlasting 

world. 

That slandering, backbiting and bad mouthing fellow Muslims have become some-

thing of a pastime is an undisputed fact. Much pleasure is derived by the nafs. 

Much amusement, excitement and thrills are experienced when we cut the reputa-

tion, gnaw at the character and chew at the personality of innocent Muslims. To 

the silent flute of Shaytaan we dance, jive, clap hands and echo his song of de-

struction and mayhem. 

O, how our mouths salivate and our tongues roll out reams of rumours. “Did you 

hear, did you know”, with open mouths and wide eyes, rolling eyes, we exclaim! 

O, how our fingers madly sprint to text the “guess what” messages about so and so. 

The e-mails gallop madly in the race to be the first  to spread the slander! The 

phone lines get hot with lengthy conversations of how bad this one or that one is! 

When a person deliberately backbites, he is causing untold harm to himself. Know 

well, that even as he rips reputations to pieces and paints black with his tongue the 

image of a fellow Muslim, he is in reality, destroying both his worldly and ever-

lasting life. The vapour of the poison of hatred which he spreads, will sooner or 

later overpower him; for Allah Ta’ala despises Zulm and oppression. For Allah 

Ta’ala loves Truth and justice. When we slander and backbite about any of the in-

nocent creation of Allah, we cause havoc and Fitnah. We cause destruction and 

chaos. We ruin and we damage. 

Sins differ in scope and nature. Some sins are restricted to one's self. Other sins net 

and snare the innocent and the gullible and the naive. If one does not perform a 

salaah, one has indeed committed a terrible sin. However, the ravages of this sin, 

are limited to oneself. When one backbites and slanders, the sin draws in others 

towards doom and destruction. An example is Salaah: Generally, a person who 

discards salaah, will regret and have remorse. But a slanderer, nay, he celebrates 

and justifies his evil deed. Aha, we have succeeded in planting the seeds of doubt. 

Now all that needs to be done is to sit back and enjoy the fun. 

The poor innocent soul suddenly finds himself in the eye of a storm. “Qassams” 

don’t help. Evidence doesn't matter. The Shar’i system of verification is aban-

doned. The tongues are wagging. And so the tears are spilled and wet the pillow in 

the dark of the night. And so the sobs from a broken heart are stifled with pain and 

humiliation. And so does Allah see and watch the suffering of the innocent. 

Now who can assist that forlorn, pitiful soul? Now who can console that dejected, 

rejected creature? Who can unwrap the damage done which was fathered by jeal-

ousy and born out of spite? 

And so Allah watches. Is He not BASEER? (The All-Watching) Is he not SAM-

IE’? (The All-Hearing) Is He not QAWI (The All-Powerful)? Is he not SABOOR 

(The All-Patient)! Is He not HALEEM (The Tolerant)? 

Yes, it takes time. Allah is never in a hurry, for to hurry is a sign of weakness. And 

Allah is Strong, very, very strong! And Allah is Merciful, very, very Merciful! 

Perhaps the person will repent. Perhaps he will understand his folly. Perhaps he 

will think of death and accountability. Perhaps he will come to his senses. Perhaps 

he was hasty. Allah looks for excuses to pardon those who do wrong. So Allah 

gives time to a person to repent and to ask for forgiveness from the injured one. 

And if a person, instead of making amends, proudly continues to feast and gorge 

upon the reputation of his Muslim brother, then Allah puts His Whip to work. 

Depending on the severity of the slander and the standing of the victim in Allah’s 

Sight, the Whip strikes. The mere crack of The Whip is enough punishment for 

some. The peaceful sleep is gone, the delicious food is tasteless.  

The laughter is hollow and the mind cannot find peace. Money is useless and the 

warm companionship of friends cannot defrost the ice-cold feeling of the heart. 

Some are such beloved friends of Allah, that though they forgive the slanderer and 

back biter, Allah refuses to forgive. For to hurt those who are Allah’s beloved 

friends, is akin, according to the Hadith, to declaring WAR against Allah. Allah 

toasts the kidneys and roasts the livers in the World of such scoundrels. 

Moulana Aqeelur-Rahmaan Saheb (Daamat barakatuhum) of Jalalabad, narrated an 

incident of a person who bad-mouthed Moulana Maseehullah (Rahmatullahi 

alayh). This person spared no effort in his smear campaign and spared no ear from 

his slander. Moulana Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alyah remained silent. 

The person's malice blocked his mind and his jealousy sealed his eyes. Moulana 

Maseehullah Rahmatullahi alayh’s silence was misunderstood as a weakness and 

an admission of guilt.  

Years passed by. The mocking continued. Years passed by and the silence contin-

ued. Until one day, late in his life, the person woke up one day and lo and be-

hold… worms crawled out from his tongue. Doctors could not help him. Hakeems 

could not understand. He could not eat. Allah's Whip had cracked! His eyes rolled 

with fear. All the bravado was gone. The ecstasy of gheebat had warned of long 

ago. The time to reap the bitter fruits had arrived! 

  

A WAKE UP CALL TO ALL!!!   
 

Hail, some bigger than the size 

of a cricket ball, lashed        

Edenvale. Such a storm has 

never been recorded in South 

Africa’s History.  

BACKBITTING AND SLANDER 
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Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng) (Reg. no 2010/07884) 

The Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng is not a fund raising organization. The banking 
facility is for the benefit of those who still wish to channel their funds to us and 
make us their unfettered “Wakeel” . If you are depositing Zakaat in cash, do 

please ensure that a few extra rands are deposited in order to offset bank charg-

es.                   JAMIATUL ULAMA GAUTENG  

                      FIRST NATIONAL BANK, LENASIA,  
                      BRANCH CODE: 250 737 
                      ZAKAAT ACCOUNT NUMBER: 622 637 14901 
                      LILLAAH ACCOUNT NO:         622 637 16098 
Please email a record of your contribution to ulama@thejamiat.co.za or fax 
us a copy of your deposit slip at 086 245 1685 

Visit our web-site: www.thejamiat.co.za  
You are kindly invited to visit our web-site, which will, Insha-Allah prove to 

be very informative and inspiring. Revive your Imaan, refresh your Imaan, 

strengthen your Imaan with The Jamiatul-Ulama Gauteng. Join the ever grow-

ing band of Muslims who are looking and crying out for the Truth.                                             

Alhamdulillah, with your Du’aas our web site has had over 1.3 million visits 

since the beginning of this year. We humbly urge you to help someone change 

their life by distributing “The Shariah” free of charge to them.  

E-mail to newsletter@thejamiat.co.za  

Bulk supplies are also available on request. Kindly also inform us to remove the 

names of any deceased from our mailing list.   
Also follow us on twitter @thejamiat   

 
SUBSCRIBE TO “THE SHARIAH” (6 copies for 60 Rand) 

All Correspondences should be addressed to: 

Jamiatul Ulama (Gauteng)  
P. O. Box 264, De Deur, 1884    South Africa 

admin@thejamiat.co.za 
Whilst we attempt to respond to all correspondences, this may take time ow-
ing to the volume of correspondences received. If you require an urgent an-
swer and are unable to  wait for a response, than we suggest that you con-
tact another organization in whom you have confidence in.   

 

My beloved beard 
 

O Muslim, if we indeed wish to become by Allah Maqbool (accepted)  
Then do follow the commands of your beloved Rasul (alayhis salaam)  
This will certainly soothe our restless, anxious, twitchy soul 
Just as sinning against the commands will surely foul our soul 
 

The noble angles in the vast skies, marvel at the beauty of the beard 
And shower special praises of our Lord, Most High, Most feared:  
“Glory be to the One who beautified men with beards”  
Some angels, why, happily do they sing praises for Sunnah beards  
 

Aaah, my long flowing beard, its the identity of my inner self 
A statement to all of mankind that I am a Muslim for sure 
Nay, I am not ashamed, nor fear to be known to friend or foe 
For with me, I have the Sunnah of my Nabi (alaihi wasallam), most de-
vout 
 

Without intending to, my beloved beard strikes terror and awe 
Allah created me as a man; it’s clear to one and all 
Like the radiant moon resting on a cloud at night 
My face lies attached on a Sunnah beard — what a sight 
 

May Allah have Mercy on me in my dying throes 
Through the Barkat of the Sunnah of my flowing beard 
Accompany it shall me, Insha-Allah, to the dark, lonely grave 
The Light of this Sunnah shall, Insha-Allah, illuminate my grave 
 

And on the Day of Qiyamah, I shall hold my beard in my hand  
And approach Allah’s beloved with eyes filled with mist 
“Yaa Nabi of Allah, I am full of fear today,  
Please intercede on behalf of this your forlorn slave today”  
 

And Insha-Allah, by my hand to the court of Allah I shall be taken  
“O Allah, let this my worried slave not be forsaken 
Be pleased with him because of my Sunnah which he observed”  
And Insha-Allah, the intercession will be granted without reserve 
  

O Muslims, for us is the best part in life, death and in the hereafter  
Provided we do not make the Sacred Sunnah a means of laughter   
So care not a hoot if we are terrorists called today  
For Tomorrow we Muslims shall Insha-Allah have the final say  

 
 

 

WHY DOES HE NOT TAKE MY CALL? 

Cell phones and Sin! 

How often do we not get angry when we try to contact someone 

on the cell phone and they do not respond? And how often does Shay-

taan not step in to take advantage of our anger and sow seeds of sus-

picion. “Look at how he ignores me”, “Look at how he snubs me”, “He 

is never available”, or “He does not even have the decency to return 

my call”- these are the wasaa-wis (stray thoughts) from Shaytaan. 

Yet, there may be many reasons why someone could be unavailable: 

(1) He may be out of the country (2) He may be unwell (3) His phone 

may be not working (4) He may have lost his phone (5) He may have 

forgotten his phone at home (6) He may have forgotten to switch on his 

phone after Salaah (7) He may have no air time (imagine the gall of 

asking such a person to call him back) (8) He may be extremely in an 

important meeting (9) Maybe there is no signal where he is (10) He 

may be in the toilet. 

Human nature is but human nature. And so we become agitated and 

annoyed. No problem with that. The problem is the sins of slander and 

backbiting which follow. For that we will be accountable by Allah     

Ta’ala and the aggrieved person on the Day of Qiyamah. 

 

A LIFE CHANGER… 
 

THIS IS TRUE WEALTH! 

 

THE EYES AND SALAAH                  
 

A person came to a Sheikh and complained about his inability to 

control his eyes from roaming all over. The Sheikh prescribed 

various different methods in order to assist him in controlling his 

gaze. However, nothing helped him.  

One day, Allah Ta’ala made Ilhaam (inspired) the Shiekh’s heart 

to inquire from the sincere Mureed as to whether he was particu-

lar with regards to focusing his eyes in Salaah on the various 

places which the Shariah had instructed.  

The Mureed replied that he did not pay much attention to this. 

The Sheikh thereafter instructed the Mureed to pay serious at-

tention to this vital component of Salaah and explained that: 

“Whilst standing in Salaah — the eyes should be fixated on the 

spot where Sajdaah is going to be made; in Ruk’u on the feet; 

in Sajdah on the nose; whilst sitting — the eyes should be fo-

cused on the lap and when making Salaam on the shoulders.” 

After a few days the Mureed informed the Sheikh that, Alham-

dulillah, his eyes were coming under his control. His soul was 

now relaxed. A seemingly insignificant deed as focusing the 

eyes correctly in Salaah lead the Mureed to this great treasure of 

controlling his eyes. Those eyes that were nailed into the ground 

etc. in Salaah for the Divine Pleasure of Allah Ta’ala, feels 

ashamed to sin after the Salaah. How true is Allah Ta’ala not 

when he informed us:  

“... and establish regular Salaah, for Salaah keeps you away 

from shameful and unjust deeds (sins)... " (c 29, verse 45)          
 

If we do not succeed in keeping away from shameful deeds and 
sin, know that it is because we have abandoned the correct 
manner of performing Salaah. Just focus on four things: Eyes on  
Sajdah place, eyes on feet, eyes on the nose, eyes on the lap 
and eyes on the shoulders. It takes only a few minutes but, In-
sha-Allah, these few minutes could prove to be a life changer. 

 (continued from page 7) been furnished with cricket scores, soccer logs etc. 
The truth is that our heart is more engrossed with the Thikr of the players 
than Allah, Most High. Our hearts are restless with fear of their failure. We 
panic and are restless to the extent that some cannot even sit in peace in the 
toilet when The Match is on.  What a sick heart! What a tragedy of the cele-
bration of life, Imaan and Islam.  
The heart is sick and if it is not cured now this sickness will cause it to die a 
slow, brutal and miserable death. Slowly but surely the heart will be unable 
to see right from wrong. Thereafter it will justify the wrongs and criticise 
what is right. Then comes the death knell when it will promote and propa-
gate the wrong and thwart the right. The heart is meant for Allah’s Thikr 
and Dyaan (Thoughts). For this it needs space...lots of space, not for the Ma-
khluq but for the Khaliq. It needs space to visualise the Divine Presence of 
Allah and His Qudrat. One Allah, one life, one heart which is the “Kaaba” 
within a Muslim. It is where Allah resides. Let’s make up our minds whether 
we wish our hearts to be “Mandirs” with idols of sport or a Kaaba for Allah’s 


